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Abs tract
Carbonyl insertion continues to be of current interest a., it plays a vita l
role in many industrial preparat ions like hydrcformylation, lt eppe synthesis,
Fischer-Tropsch process, etc . Carbonyl insert ion has not heen observed in M·
CF, bonds (M = transition metals) and the fir,t report of apparent carbonyl
insertion in a Fe·CF, bond stands in open conflict with both experimental and
theoretica l results . An investigation of the above report is presented ill this
thesis.
Fe(COM diars) {dlers = o-phenylenebis(dimethylan ine)) reacts with ex-
cess CF3 I to form the perftuoroacyl Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CF3 )1 and the per-
ftuoroalkyl Fe(CO),( diars)(CF 3 l l • »m pounds in varying yields, depe nding on
the reaction condit ions. A high ,, ·,Icent ration rat io of CF,I to Fe(COh(diars)
favours the perftuoroalkyl while a dilute solution favoun the perDuoroacyl com-
pound. Concentra tion VI. t ime profilesof the ruct ion monitored by 19F NMR,
indicate that the perDuoroaikyl and perfluoroacyl compound, are formed by
two independent reaction pathways. The perflucroalkyl is formed by oxide-
ti veadditioDof CF, I to Fe(CO), (diars) by a nonchain, free railiCllI mechanism
while the perfluorcacyl is formed by an intermolecular insertion rueehanlsm
via an ionic intermediate. The higher analogues of CF, I form only the pcrflu-
oroalkyl owing to the greater stability of the RJ radical which enhances the
ra te of the free radical react ion.
Two isomers of the perftuoroalkyl compound were isolated and spcct ro-
scopically identified by IH, I3C, 19 F NMR,lR and Mass spect ra as cis.cis and
cis.trans isomers. Similarly, four isomers of t1- " "oralleyl compound were
isolated and identified. The st ruct ures of I -croecyl and one perfluo-
romethyl isomer were confirmed by single ct~ , ay data.
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The term "insertion react ion" is often used in .. very broad cont ext without mech-
anistic significance. It simp ly relle ch the averi ll st ruct ural cha nge wherein an
unsaturat ed ligand Y interposes into a metal-element , M·X bond (d. Eq .Ll],
M- X + Y _ M -Y - X (1.1)
Th e reverse react ion is refer red to as l!liminatiQnor extrusion and unlike oxidative
addition, insertion reactions do not alter the coordiu t ion or the oxidation number
of the met al. Two different tYPI:Sof insertion react ionl have be en identified in the
literilture. namely, intramolecul u ;ln d intermolecular insert ion react ions 153].
1. 1.1 I ntramolecular Insertion Rea ct ion s
Int ramolecular insert ion, also known as "migra tory insert ion". oc curs when both
X and Y are coordinated to th e same metal center (d. Eq.l .2).
II - - \
"_y _ - U_y - x _ - U- y - x
(\.2)
An external ligand l in a lIl b~quent step often OCtupies t he site vauted by X.
where L =CO. ",p. ami ne, halide or a basic met al center. Dependins on the
nature of Y. these inurtion ,eact ions are further dauifi ed into two groups. The
first group in which M and X add to the same atom of the unsat urated ligand




The second sr oup in which M a nd X add to different atoms of the unuturated





1.4 Insertion reactions. t hough less frequelltly obse rved. have been reported for
(CN),C=C(CN), (125).
H, halogen. alkyl. S, N. P 01 other metals, and t he unsat urated ligand Y can
be C5, CO. CHO, 502 , 50s, dienes, acetylene, acetylene. carbenes . isonit riltl,
nitrO$yls. cnb enes. olefins or organic isocyanides. The metal centers are shown by
the shaded portion of Tab le 1.1 (38. 117, 1251.

1.1.2 Int ermolecul ar Insert ion R eacti on
Intermolecular insertion reactions involve a direct nucleophilic. att ack on the un-
saturated ligand att ached to the metal by an exter nal nucleophilic reagent .
u-Y:"x _ u-y-X
(U I
These react ions occur typically when X "" Grignard reagent , organolithium, hy.
dride. aqueous hydroxide. amines, amino N·oxides, azide ion, etc.. and Y is the
same as that described for the intramolecular insert ion reactions . Several factors
favoring nucleophilic addition reactions have been identified, such as t he nucle-
ophilicity of X, a net positive charge on t he metal complelC , and the COOfdinative
saturation of the metal com plex [53, 611.
1.2 Carbonyl Insertion Reactions
When the inserting molecule Y "" CO for the react ion in Eq. (1.3 ), the 1,1 insertion
is also known as carbonyl insertion reac tion. Agreat deal of work has been focussed
on RMn(COls systems and CO insert ion is found to be int ramolecular with the
alkylgroup migrating to the cis carbonyl group; it is stereospecificwith respect to
th e migrating alkyl group. T he entering ligand, solvent and the Lewis acid added
all have a profound effect on t he rate of t he carbonyl insert ion reaction . These
featu res are discussed below.
Carbanylatian of 1 wit h 13( 0 gives 2 with 13( 0 cis to t he acyl group [137J.
13( 0 , therefore serves as an external ligand and t he inserted CO originat es from
the already coordinated CO groups thereby showing that the COinsertionis in-
tramolecular (cf. Eq.1.6}
r~co





A more intriguingquestio n concerning th e above system is whether the alkyl
group migrates to a carbonyl group or the COgroup insert s into t he Mn·CH3
bond to formthe acyl group. One extensively quot ed set of experiments is t he
decarhonylation of 2 1137). Product ratio stud ies by IR indicate alkyl migration in
the Mn(COMCH3 ) systema nd not COmigrat ion. Hewever, st udielby Floodet al.
(751demonstrate that even though in s~ ,l ion takes place hy alkyl migration in the
Mn(CO)S(CH3) system, CO migration is also possible for FeCp(C(O)CH2CH3)L (l
= CO. isoc~anides) depending onthe solvent i1nd the incoming ligand(d. Eq.1.7)
I')









Insert ion in 3 was induced by two ligands, CO and P(OCH2)3CCHa. T he
positionoftheCO label in the react ion prod ucts couldbe Q, 13 ,1 0r Ii asshown in
Eq. 1.7. Anyof th e struct ural possi bilities s hown in Table 1.2 is feasible depending
on the structure of theinte rmediateandth e type of migratio n. laC NMRanalysis
of the isotopic label in th e products was consistent onlywith met hy! migrat ion
proceeding through a square pyramid with a basal acyl group .
St ructure of the l
Intermediate LO P\~{'; Hd~(';CH3I (Ii +11/ ' Ii + 71/'
~Migration:
square pyramid 2/1 2/0/1
trigonal bipyram id
(axial acyl) 2/1 2/1 /1.5
trigonal bipyramid
(radialacyl) ' /1 2/ 0.' /0.'
CO Migration:




(radial acyl) 5/1 2/ 0.5/0.5
stereo-random intermediate 3/ 1 2/ 1/1
Tab le 1.2: Position of 13CO label in Produ cts of the Reaction in Eq . 1.7After
Flood et at,
In thf FeCp(CO)( PPb3)Et system shown in Eq.l .8 , th. configllration of the
pro duct cClf'rfsponds t o >95% formal alkylmigr ationin nitroetha ne as t he solvent
while in hexamt thyl phospho ramide ( HMPA). the configllration of the prodloCt
corresponds to 13% formal CO migrat ion (14J.
F,CP{CO )(PPh, )EI-F,Cp(CO)(P Ph,)(C(O )EI ) (1.8)
However, t he cyclohexylisocya nide induc ed react ion fOf' ms product s correspondins
to alk yl migration in both nitr oethane and HMPA soJvenU. Pankowski {I'll) has
propos ed a simil.u CO migrat ion inst ea d of alkyl migrat ion.
Th e req uin ment of a ris coordination sit e has been flegantly demon strated
by Her~nger a nd Brown (91). [(CHJt:Qto(OHh h (DH z= di.u t hyl glyoxymate)
react s with O/I.l~~




CO t o give co mpollnd 8 which on furt her treatm ent with CO does not give the
" yl complex owillg to t hf unf. vollrable d isposition of the alkyland th e CO groups.
Deca rbonylat ionof t he labelled acylcom pound 9 prtpared bytreati ng NaMn(CO)a
with u CH3C(O)CI gives the ci s alkyl compollnd 10 exclusively [136]. Using the
principlt of mic roscopic revers ibility, the R grou p and t he insfrting CO must be








Inse rtiorl is st ereospecific at the misratinl alkylSfOUP 15. 29, 33. 73 , 136. l SI ).
Tbis is shown in Eq. 1.10 where t he opticlilly active Fe compCMlnd II , underloes
COinsert ion with retent ion of co nfigurat ion [291.
(1.10 )
ueJ~ / 0 PPh






H -C- -C--'0" " C = O
{12] ~e(CO)(PPhJ)CP
This result sugge"ils a concerted mechanism involving the t ra rlsition s tate 13 (6}.
,. ~ ] .00 co I(1.- ./1. - r
[13)
(1.11)
The m igr~ting R group ~nd the entering lig~ nd L have a profound effect o n the
rate of CO inser tion in 1. The rat e decreases wit h increasing electron withd rawing
~ bility of the R group, and increaseswit h increasin~nudeophilicity of the e nteri ng
ligand . However, t his dependence of the rate on th e nude ophilicity is not as large
as would be expected for a direct nucleophilicattack (47].
As seen in the reactions of FeCp(CO )(PPh3)Et, solvent plays a key rol e in
CO in sertion reactions (741 . Coordinat ing solvents accelerate carbo nyl inrartion
sugges t ing solvent co-o rdination to the metal com plexduri ng the course of the
reaction (37, 42, 41, 59, 128, 134, 165 . 166J. A series of methyl subst it uted
tetrah ydrofuran s with constant dielectric constant but varying donor ability reveals
that th e rat e of CO insert ion in CpMo(CH 3)(CO)3 increases with th e donor a bility
of t he solvent [ 16 5~ . Hence, it is the donor abriny of t he solvent which affec ts
the ra te of t he reactio n and not the bu lk polarit y effect . The effect of sol vent
nudeophilicity appears to be sensitive to th e syst e m investig~ted since the rate of
CO insertion of (Fe(CO M lliars)( CHa)J+ is independ ent of solvent (1001 . Other
result s indicate that the role of nucleophilic solvent is to cata lyze th e formation of
the coordinatively unsat urated acyl interm ediate and not necessarily to stabilize it
142, 1341. l ewis acids accelerat e CO insert ion and the most probable mechani sm
involves l ewis add coordination to the o xygen of a CO ligand followtrl by alkyl
migra tio n [93).
1.2.1 Kinetics and Rate Law
Extensive kinet ic studies (27, 40. 41, 62. 63,82 , 83,84 , 114, 136) have sugge s ted
a mech anism involving t he reversible form ation of an unsaturat ed 16 elec t ron
10






OC- - " " - -CO- OC- l.A n - CO
o~ l k-2 o~ 1
o CO
[' J [14] [ IS]
The naeu ee ef the intermediilte is still unclear. Matrix isolation and other st ud-
ies indicate iii trigonal bipyramid inte rmediate with the acyl group in the eqltil-
toria ! plane [44, 98 , 129). However, u C NMR studies by Flood and Jense n
favo ur iI square pyramidal intermediate with the acyl group in the basal plane
[45 . 46,71 , 81, 137, 167]. There is also some speculation of an ,,' . acyl st ree,
ture (33, 34, 43, 72. 74, 97, 155, 162 1. Also th e intermediate may be solver t
coordinat ed . since highly coordinating solvents increase the rate of t he reac tion
I~l . 431.
Mostof th e COinsertion st udies have been performed underconditions where
the second ste p is irreversible Le. k_2 is insignificant (d. Eq. 1.12). Applying the
steady state approxim:.tionto the above mechenism, the rate of reaction beco mes
whe re .
Rate 1,1, [L I IMn(CO),(CH,l )I, H ,[L I
~ 1...IMn(CO),(CH, JI
k _ kt k21L)




When k2{L] is verylarge, kl becomesinsignificant and the equation reduces to
(1.15)
However at low (L], the rate equat ion is dependent on the ligand concentration
and thus reduces to
Rate = ~[Mn(COh(CH3)J (1.16 )
1.2.2 Carbonyl Insertion in Industry
Carbonyl insert ion has gained the attentionof many resear chers due to its extensive
application in industrial synthesis as outlined below.
H ydroformylation
Thehye')formylalion reaction.also knownas the Oxoor Roelenreaction, con-
verts olefins to aldeh ydesor alcohols (d . Fig .l.1) \68 . 1491. Six plants currently
use this proces s which involves insertion of olefins into a metal hydride bond, fol-
lowed by carbonyl insertion (step 3). hydrogenation (step 4) to form the aldehyde ,







-""- (R(CH,)CHC(O»Co(CO), + (RCH,CH,C(O))Co(CO),
.....!!L..,. R(CH3)CHCHO + RCH2CHJCHO + Catalyst
.....!!L..,. R CH3)CHCH20H +RCH,CHJCH20H
Figure l.l : Hydroform ylation
12
R epp e Reec t lons
In the Reppe synthesis, an addend. HX, with a labile hydrogen can he added
to a n olefin ic:or acetylenic C· C bond with simultaneou s insertion of CO as shown
in Fig.L2 (23, 48. 68 . 90]. Insertion of CO into t he C· OH bond of alcohols is
also possible . Monsanto uses this method to synthes ize acetic acid from methanol
[76J.






-NR1 • etc ,
ao , otJy.t/CO
HC~CH + HX - -_ HCH~CH-C(O)X
ca ' alyot/CO
H~C=CHl +HX _ HCH2- CH,· qO)X
<au.l )'u/CO
CH;o X _ H3C.C(O)X
Figu re 1.2: Reppe React ions
In the Mo nsanto acetic acid synt hesis shown in Fig.1.3. methanol is made
fre rn synthesis gas (st ep 1). This is converted to meth yl iodide (step 2) which
oxidatively add s to th e rhodium catalyst (step 3) . fl. rapid CO insertion occurs
(st ep 3). followed by the release of acetyl iodide which undergoes hydrolysis to
form acetic a d d (st ep 4).
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Step 1 CO+ 2Hz---- _
Step 2 CH30H +HI----~
Step 3 CH31 + Rh ..' taly't + CO
Step 4 CH3 C{O)1+ H20
Figure 1.3: Monsanto Acet ic Acid Synt hesis
Fiscbe r-Tropsch Synthesis
This is a heterogeneously catalyzed reaction where the reduct ive polymeriza-
tion of CO in t he presence of hydrogen affords a plethora of products like, Q
clefins, alkanes. alcohols. aldehydes. carboxylic acids, esters and arenes [861. The
product se lectivity depends on many factors s uch as the CO/ H2 ratio, pressure,
temperat ure , cata lyst. and the promoters. Thus far. a consensus has not been
reached regarding the mechanismof the reaction , however, carbonyl insertion has
been proposed to account for the c-e bond form,1tion during th e course of t he
catalytic reaction.
E th yl en e Gl yc ol Sy nt hesis
Although there are many possible ways to oi. ~a in ethylene glycol, a direct syn-
thesisfrom synthesis gas is economically att ract ive. The Union Carbide mechanism
is presented in Fig. 1.4 (66).
Step 1 (CO)~Co-H (COh Co-C(O)H
St ep 2 (COhCo-C(O)H ....!!.a.... (COhHCo-(H2CO)
Step 3 (CO)3HCo-(H2C O) (COhCo-CH 20H
Step 4 (CO)3Co-C H~OH --C.Q...,. (COh Co-C(O)CH20H
Step 5 (CO JCo-C 0 CH ~OH --..!::!4 HOCHrCH 20H + cat alyst
Figure 1.4: Eth ylene Glycol Synthesis
The major organometa llic species present under the react ion conditions is
HCo(CO)~ . The reaction proceeds by intramolecular migr2!ion of tile hydride ion
from t he metal to a carbonyl ligand (step 1) to form the formyl ligand. Analogous
migration of alkyl groups to a CO ligand is observed but the hydride migration is
rare under normal condit ions apparentl y because of the t hermodynamic instabil..::
of most metal formyl complexes. Step 2 is the conversion of th e formyl ligand to
formaldehyde by hydrogenation . The formaldehyde complex is a highly reactive
species and further reac tions are similar to those of hydroformylation. Formalde-
hyde inserts into the metal-hydrogen bond to form the hydroxymethyl ligand (st ep
3) which undergoes subsequent CO insertion (step 4) and hydrogenation (step 5)
in the presence of CO and H2 respectively to form ethylene glycol. Glycerol is
often formed as a side product .
1.2.3 Molecular Orbital Studies of CO Insertion
Five different molecular orbita l (MO) theories have been employed to explore the
reaction path of carbonyl insertion . They are briefly outlined in the following
sect ions.
Extended H iickel T he ory
The c.arbonyl insertio n of Mn(CO)$(CH) won com put ed alana a reactio n coor-
dinat e inw lvina five arbit ru y st eps by Hoffman (201, usins: t he exte nded Huckel
method . Full op timization of all dearees of freedom was not ce nie d OYt and the
bond breaking and making are on t he border line of what can be reliably t reated
by th is method. The comput at ional results are therefore supported by qualit at ive
argument s.
As t he reaction proceeds through the five step s, C. symmet ry of the complex
is mainta ined and t he chanae in bond angles is optimized . Th e reaction begins
wit h the migrition of the methyl group to t he cis c.llrbonyl group and the orbit.lls
of t he methyl grou p overlap with that of t he ca rbonyl group. The react ion t hen
proceeds t hrouah a transition state (Ste p 3) to t he intermediat <'! com olex (Step 5),
where the .lIeyl .lInion is fully formed . Simult.llneous fotmation of .lin emp ty donor
orbita l. m.llinly d•• in charac ter. results in .lIdrntic decrease in energy and hence
subilizat ion of t he syst em.
Accordina to thes e calcul.ltions. t he five coardin.llte int H medi.Jte is .lIdistorted
square pyr.llmid and lacks low energy p.llthways to ot her squ.lI re pyramKl.llI. t rigonal
bipyramidal or '1a-acyl oct ahedral isomers. Since the main energy change is due
to the metal-alkyl bond, as t he electr onegativity of the R gro up increases, the
orbital energy level decreases and t he R group becomes a poore r (1 donor. Th is
then raises t he actiV.lI tion energy for the alkyl migration. Alkyl migration t herefore
becom es difficult .lIS the elect ronegativity of the alkyl grou p increases. The great er
ease of migrat ion with i'lcreasing chainlengt h is explained as putly due to t he
elect ronegatiyity effect and partly due to t he decreasing bond strengt h of the
initi.ll reacb nt. The results also show t hat alkyl migrat ion is favoured energetically
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compared to carb onyl insert ion.
Com plete Neglect of Di ffere nt ial Overlap (CN DO) Met hod
Saddei et al. used ( NDD formalism to study CO inserti on. The react ion path was
followed by computing the changes in chargedensity and bond order 11531. Since
aUreaction mechanisms are explained in termsof nucleophilicand electrophilicpro-
cesses the aut hors claim th at any theoretical met hod should involve computiltion
of charge dellsities and bond orders.
The cha rge on the ctlrbon of meth yl group is nega t ive while t he carb on of the
equato rial CO group is pcsltlve . Thus , a polar attack of the CH3 group on the
equato rial CO grou p is favoured as shown in Fig.1.5. It is t herefore alkyl migmion
and not CO migration which is preferred in the Mn(COMCH3 ) reaction. The
cha (s~ at the eq uatoria l COis nearly inde pendant of th e alkyl group . The negat ive
cha rge at the a carbon a tom of the substit uent decreas es in the order: C2Hs >
CH3 > CF H2 > C F3• Hence t he polar attack should becom e increasingly
difficult . The ca lculatio ns predict a t rigoni l bipyramid inter mediate.
- 0'27
CH;--"




Figure 1.5: Polar attack of CH3 on CO group
Ru;z et al. [152) also used (N OO meth od. tre ating th e problem in terms of
bond order arguments. The meth yl migrat ion coo rdinat e was studie d by allow-
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ing th e met hyl group to leave its oct rahedral site and app roach a cis coordinat ed
group , whichfinally results in a tr igonal bipyramid intermed iate. The course of tt. e
reaction was divided into six arb ih rystages and a sequence of six calcu lations rep-
resenting th e corrts po nding st ructural changes during these six st ages are worked
out using (NOD met hods. Both the conce rted and noncon cert ed mecha nisms
were considered and t he energy barrier for t he concerted mechanism was found to
be higher tha n that for the two ste p no nconcerted mechanism .
Ab init io Has-tree Fock Me th od
This method was used to investigate carbonyl insertion in Pt(CH3 )F(CO)PH3
and it was concluded that both methyl migrat ion and co ncerte d m echanisms art
energ~tica lly favour~d whil~ CO ins~rtion is not (154).
Hertree-F ock-Slat er (H FS) Tr ansition St at e Method
Ziegler's HFS calculations show that th e highest occupied molecular orbita l (HOMO)
of t he reactant Mn(COh(CH3 ) is the met al d~2 orbital. Orbital inte ractions are
considered bet ween t he a donor orbital of CH3 and t he orbitals of the Mn( COh
syst em. As th e interme diate forms, the d -CH3 orbita l intera cts with t he tr " orbital
of th e cis CO of Mn(COk Th is brings considerable st abilization in ene rgy and
Z~ ig le r t herefore proposed that me thyl migrat ion is energet ically favo urable 1168).
Various conformation s of th e intermed iat e have been sugge sted an d th eir ret-
at ive energies calculat ed. An '12-intermediate st ruct ure is favoured by about 80
kJmol - 1 compared to th e '11.acyl at equ ilibrium.
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Partial R et ention of Diat omi c Different ial Overlap (P R DDD) Method
Axe and Mary nk k used th e PRD DQ meth od (7) to obtain the geometr y of the
complexes involved while the ir en ergetics were evaluated by th e ab init io Hartree
Fock theory. Th is is t he first ab initio study of the com plete alkyl migration
pathw ay with the first optim ized geometry of the tr ansit ion sta te. Six impo rtant
equilibrium str uct ures were com puted.
Initially, the lone pair in the Mn·CH3 orbital is donated to the vacant /I" anti-
bonding orbit al of th e int eracting CO group. As the met hyl group migrat es the
orbita l ene rgy rises and th e MQ evolves into what is predom inantly an acyl oxygen
II" type lone pair orbita l. A Mullikan pop ulat ion analys is of th e HOMO indica tes a
gradual de pop ulat ion of the Mn-CH, o rbital, which is acco mpa nied by a build-u p
of elect ron density on th e carbon acyl and oxygen ac yl atoms . A dramatic switc h in
the orbita l ch aracter takes place in the neighbourh ood of t he est ima t ed t ransition
stat e geom et ry. l ewis acids accelerat e th e reac tion since th ey coordin ate at the
acyl oxyen and lower t he energy of th e tran sition state. A vac ant site ;5created
in th e t ransition stat e due to th e lu ving methyl gro up. Th e solvent can bind to
t he meta l at t his point . Any kind of sta bilisatio n of t he tran sition st ate should
increase th e rat e of th e react ion. Hence the rat e of the react ion incre ases in polar
coordina t ing solvents .
The kinet ic intermediate prod uct resembles a square pyram id with the acyl
group in th e basal posit ion . In th e absence of solvent coo rdina tion. the dihapt o
st ructure is th e lowest energy pro duct .
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1.3 Absence of CO Insertion Into M -CF3 Bonds
The abs ence of CO inseetlc n into M-CF3 bonds has been indicated by kinet ic st ud-
ies, thermodynamic:data , and molecular orbital studies. In 1962, Calderazzo and
Cotton reported that the rate of carbonylation of RMn(CO)s with CO in 2.2'·
diethoxydiethyl ether at 30"C decreases in the order:
No kinet ic data was reported for CH2Ph and ( Fa as the react ion is extr em ely slow
[401. l ater in 1964. Calderazzo and Noack reported the following reactivity order:
(CH 3 )M n(COh > (FCH2)Mn (COh » (CFa)Mn(CO)r;
Insert ion is found to be much slower for R = CFH2 than CHaowhile no insert ion
is observed for R =( Fa (41). In 1969, King, Kapoor and Pannell demons trated a
similar t rend in the Cp{CO)JFe-R system (106]. Recently it has been shown that
th e insert ion of CO into a preformed M-R, bond is not a viable approach (104).
The enthalpy of c:arbonylation at 288 K for Eq. 1.17
was dete rmined and the following tr end was observed:
Also. t he Gibbs free energy change• .6.G". remains negative for R = C(lHs and CHa
while it is positive for R = CFa j55). The positive 6 G" indicates that the react ion
is not favourable. Thermodynamic calculations on ot her syst ems also indicat e a
similar cond usion (26, 138].
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MO studies support the above kinetic and thermodynamicdata. Extended
Hiickel ca lculat ions attribute the lack of insertion react ivity to the strength of the
M-CF3 bond [20] while ( NOD calculations focus on the decreased negat ive charge
on the a-carbon atom of t he CF3 group (1531.
Axe and Marynick used PRDDO and ab initio Hartr ee-Fcck calculations to
st udy the etTect s of a large set of different substituent s upon the kinetic and ther-
modynamic behaviour of the group migration reaction in the Mn(CO)sR system
where R = CH3 , CH, CH3 , CH2CH2CH3 • CH(CH3h, H, CH,CeHs• ~Hs. CH,F,
CF2 H and CF3 (8]. Th is study argues in t erms of the le wis aeld-base ch aract er of
alkylsubstitutents. More basic alkylgroups tend to interact more favourably with
the CO 21fOorbihls whileless basic alkylgroups interact to a lesser extent. This
leads to a reduced tendency for electron withdrawingalkyls to migrate relative
to electron releasing alkyls. This acid-base picture is supported by calculations
of the overlap populations, degrees of bonding, group charges. optimizedmetal-
alkyl bond lengths and localizedmolecular orbitals. Hence electron withdrawing
substit uents retard the migrationwhile electron donating substitutents favour it.
1.4 Overview of the Research Work
Not many yeu s ago, the first case of apparent CO insertioninto the Fe-CF3 bond
was reported (95].
Fe(COh(diar, ) + CF31 _ Fe(COh(diar ,,)(C(O)CF3) 1 (1.18)
Even though the reaction was reported to be unaffected by radical scavengers,
the presumed CO insertion into a transition metal perfluoroalkyl (M-RJ ) ~ond
stands in open conflict with both experimental and theoretical results. The prime
objective of this research workwas to reinvestigate the report.
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Fe(COh{dia rs) was treated with a large excess of CF31at ·7 8 °C in CH2C h
solution. Vilriabll' yields Qf the perfluClfoalkyl Fe(diars)(COh(CF3)I, the
perfluoroacyl Fe(COh(d iars)(C(O)CF3 )1, along with the di·iodo compound
Fe(COh( dius)12 were isolated and identified. The product ratios were determined
to be a funct ion of t he react ion conditions. The perfluoroalkyl was t he major
product in soll/t ions with high conce ntrations of CF31.while in dilute $01l/t ions
t he perlh:oroacyl was the major product . Intermediate concent rations gave bot h
the perfluoroalkyl and the perfluoroacyl products. Concent ration vs. time profiles
monitored at low temperilture by 19F NMR provided evidence suggesting th at the
apparent CO insertion observed in Eq. 1.18 occurs by intermoIeculi r insertion and
not by t ile int ramoleculu insertion mechanism . The formation of the perfluoroalkyl
com pound wu found to be a free radical react ion. Wit h higher ana logues of CF31,
i.e . C~F5 1, n·C3F71, n·CeF.~: , n· C7Ful as well as CF3CH~I , only the perfluoroalkyl
co mplex was isolated [961.
Chapter 2
Reaction of CF31 with
Fe(COh (diars)
2.1 Introdu ct ion
CF3 1 is known to ru el with tran sit ion mdals to afford the product of simple
oxidative addition as shown in Table 2.1. The general mK hanism is however
not yet established . The oxidative addition m.llYoccur vii a c('~•certed Of free
radial medtollnism il33}. In keeping wit h t heoret ialr e5ults which prtd ict that CO
insert ion into M-RJ bond is unlikely, arbonyl insert ion has not bee n observed in
the above reilctions. However, , t acticn of excessof CF3 ' SillS with Fe(COh(d ius)
at 0 O( has been reported to form a perfluor~cyl product instead of t he expected
simple oxidative addition product 195). The res earch presented here o1 tt empts to
rat ionalize t his apparent contradict ion.
2 .2 Experimental
All the experime nts were performed in an atmosphere of dinitrogen using sta ndard
Schlenk techniques {1571. Nitrogen gas WiIS purified by pus ing through a series
of columns containing heated 'De-ex' cata~st (Alph ), aetiv<II ted (4A) molecular
sieves, and Pt OIO' CF31 ailS wu used as purch sed from Aldrich ChemicalCo.
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I(eage nt Product % Yield Reference
(PhP(CH,),),F.(COj, (PhP(CH,),),(CO),F.(CF,)1 (36)
Fe(CO)s (CF,)F .(CO) .I 6 [107!
(EtC(CH,Oj,P),R, (CO), (EtC(CH,Oj,Pj,R,(CO),(CF,)1 (36)
(C,)Co(CO), (C,)Co(CO)(CF, )1 8 [llO!
(Cp)Rh(CO), (C,)Rh(CO)(CF,)1 60 [130!
(P(CH,) ,P h),R hCl(CO) (P(CH,),Ph), RhCI(CO)(CF,)1 73 [51)
(P(CH,),Phj,RhB,(CO) (P(C H,),Ph),RhB,(CO)(CF,) 1 70 [51)
(Cp)I,(CO), (Cp)I,(CO)(CF, )1 40 (79)
(, ' -(CH,),C .)I ,(CO), (, '-(CH,j,C ,)I,(CO)(C F,) 1 78 [108]
I,CI(CO)(PPh, ), I,CI(CO)(PPh,),(CF,)1 S7 [28}
I,CI(CO)(P( CH,) Ph,), I,CI(CO)(P(CH, )Ph, j,( CF, )1 49 (S4]
Table 2.1: Reaction of CF31 with Transition Metals
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Methylene chloride was freshly dist illed from PtOI O under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Toluene was dist illed from sodium / benzophenone ketyl under nnrcg en .T he sam-
ples were prepared in degassed solvents . Solution infrared spectra in ( H20 1 were
recorded on a Perkin-Elmer model·283 spectrophotometer. NMR spectra were
recorded on GE300NB or Bruker WP80 inst ruments . Mass spect ra were recorded
on VG7070HS massspectrometer. Melting points weTetaken in a Thomas-Hoover
apparatus Ilsing sealed , nitrogen-filled capillary t ubes and are uncorrected . El·
emental analyses were performed ~,y the Canadian Microanalytical Service Lt d.•
Vancouver S.c. Allchromatographywasdone on a Chromatron Model 7924T. us-
ing Silica gel adsorbent . Element analysis and spect ral data are recorded in Tables
2.6 to 2.10.
2.2 .1 Preparation of Fe (CO)a(diars)
Fe(COMd iars) was prepared in four steps. CHsAsl,and (CHshAsl were prepared
following the method of Miller et al. (131). Dim was prepared from (CHshAsl
following the method of Nyholm et al. (139] and Fe(CO)s(dim ) was prepared
from the above compound usinga modification of the literature procedure (95). A
high yield of the product was obtained when the react ion mixture was heated in
a Carius tube at 180 °C for seven hours. Decreasing the temperature or time of
the reaction resulted in decreasedyield. The crude produc.t was washed in hexane
two or three times until a pure lemon yellow substance was obtained.
2.2 .2 Rea cti on of Fe (COh(diar s) wit h CF ,l
4.5 g (0.01 moles) of Fe(COh( diars) was dissolved in 5 mL of distilled. de-
gassed CH20 , and treated with excess of ( Fsi gas (10 g or 0.05 moles) at
·78 0( . The lemon yellowsolution instantly turned brown and then deep pur-
pie. Afte r 2-3 hours, .lin IR spect rum of t he solution sh~ a domin.nt pe.k
u ound 1620 cm- 1 puk indiatins the form.tion of the perfluoro.Jlcyf compound
IS reported earlier, On wum ing t he solution to room temper. tufe the solut ion
turned from purple to brown. The reaction flu k wu kept in t he freezer at -15
°C for two days. r..emov. 1 of solvent .lind othe r vol. tiles followed by prepare-
tive t hin layer chromatography (TLC) under nitrogen with toluene as the eluant
sep.ra ted four product s. T he first band (yellow) was identified spectroscopically
ilS ci.s,trans -(diars)Fe(C(O)CF))(COh l (16), the second band (dark yellow) as
cis,cis-(diars)Fe(C(O)CF3)(COhl (17), t he third band (brown) as another cis,cis-
(d i a rs) F~C(O)CF3)(COh l (IS), and the fourth band (pink) as the di-icdc com-
pound, cis,cis-(diars)Fe(COhl, (22). The first two major products were identica l
with those reported earlier (951. Isomerization of the two maP. acyl products
occured when kept in solut ion in the freezer for two d.ys .lind the fourth ;~ ;mer,
trans,cis (di. rs) Fe(C(O)CFs)(COhl (19), was isolated su bse-quently. Crystals fOf'
X-ray str uctu re analysis were Sfown by a slow diffusion of hexane into a solution
of the product in dichlOfometh.llne_
The above experiment wn reputed byadding excess CFst (120 ml., 20 -c,
1 atm)at -7 8 °C to a solution of l S (0.002 moles) of Fe(COh( diars) diuol'ved in
10 ml ofC H,CI, . The solution wes stlrred for 2 to 3 hours. The 1620 cm-! peak,
diagnost ic of the perfluDroacyl format ion, wn not observed in the IR spect rum.
Prolonged react ion in the freezer for 24 to 48 hours did not result in t he format ion
of a compund showing the 1620 em- ' peak. Preparative T lC under nitrogen with
, .' 'uene as the eluant separat ed two products , which were identified spectroscop i-
c.lIy as the perfluoro.l kyl compound, cis,cis-Fe(CO),( dius)(CF3) I. nd the di-iedc
compound, Fe(CO),( diu s)12 • A de an separation could not b,. obtained .lind there
wu .l ways • tailing of t-, nds. TlC . nalysis of t he above c."de S.JI mple after stir-
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ring overnight .t room te mperill\lre showed ill nM Tl C spot , which wu isoiOi ted
To ident ify the condit ions which determined the product distr ibution. ill series
of smill sca le preparations wu performed . T he ruction wu foilOYm1 by IR spec-
troscopy and the presence of the perllunroacyl ,\nd the perfluoroalkyl compounds
was confirmed by their peaks lot abeut 1600 and 1000 em-I fespKt ively. The
results are presented in Table 2.2.
Concentration Voll/me of Products Obtained
of Fe;;~~3giarJ ) CI~~;2
1.17 x 10- 1 5.00 M·CFs
2.35 x 10- 1 2.SO M·CFs
5.87 x 10- 1 1.00 M·CFs u d M.C{O)eF s
1.17 x 10- 2 0.50 M·CFs u d M·CIOK Fs
2.35 x 10-2 0.25 M·CFs and "".((OleFs
5.87 x 10- 2 0.10 O"~ M·C(OICF,
No solvent M·CF, ODd M·C(OICF,
M·CF, ~ Fo(CO),(dl",)(CF, )I ; M·C(O)CF, ~ Fo(CO),(d;",)(C(O)CF, )1
Fe(COM diars) =250mg (5.87 x 10- 4 moles)
CF31 ::::: 20 ml at 20~C/l atm. (8.93 x 10- 4 moles)
Ta ble 2.2: Reaction of Fe(COh( diars) and CF31with Change in Volume of th e
Solvent
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2.3 Results and Discussion
Four geomet rical isomers are possible for a n octahe dral compound of the type
Malblcd . Allhave bun iso lated and ebarect e .",ted for the perfluoroacy l compound
while only two isom erswere characterizedfo r the perfluoroalkyl compound. These
are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Perfluoeoacyl Isomers
Isomer 16 has a ve rtical plane of symmetry a nd hence lH NMR shows two
As.CH, resonances(Table2.7). Carbon-13 NMRshows six resonances att ributable
to two As·CH3• three As-C6 H4, andone CO. T he two ca rbonatoms inC{O)CF3 are
coupled to fluorine and hence two quartets a rt observed. The q uartet at 256ppm
eJ "'"29 .5Hz) is assigned t o C(OleF;,and th e quarte t at 113ppm p J = 303Hz)
to qOlCF,. The 19F spect rum shows a singlet due to the CF, group. The IR
spect rum shows two strong CO peaks due t o mutually cis CO g roups and anothe r
CO peak due to t he perfluoroacyl group. St rong C-F stretches art seen at 1230,
1180, 1125 cm- 1 (see Fig. 2.2).
Isome rs 17 and 18 lack symmet ry planes and show spectral fut ures as ex-
plained below. Th e ' H NMR spect rum shows four As-CH3 lines. The l3C NMR
spectrum of 17, shown in Fig. 2.3 , shows four As-C Hat five As-Ce.14 (one of
which is degenera te), two CO resonances and two quar tets due to the two carbon
atoms of t he C(O)CF 3 group which are coup led with fluorine. One of the two
terminal CO resonan ces shows furt her unresolved coup lings whic h may be due t o
a four bond coupling with th e 19Fnuclei of the acylgro up (4JCF == 4 Hz). The 19F
NMRspect rum shews a sing let due to the CF3 group. Th e IRs pectr um s hows two

























trans ,c i, Fe(CO)2(diar,) R 1
R,-COCFJ[19] f
Figure 2.1: Perfluoro;lIkyl .nd PerfluOfOlc.y1Isomers
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. 13C NMR of 17 in CDCI3Figure 2.3
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str etches . Isomers 17 .lind 18 show similar spectral fea tu res . X- ray crystaUogrOllphy
wu used to dist inlu ish the isomers .lind to confirm the struct ure of 17 . Isomer
19 has a horizontal plane of symmetry and and its IH NMR spect rum shows only
two As<-CH, lines. The IR spec tr um s hows one slron S ..nd one weak .lIbsorpt ion
consistent with mutua llytrans CO groups, and another CO pu k due to C(O) CF3 •
The mass spect ral fragm entuion pattern of compounds 16 and 17 is given in
Table 2.9. In general. the mass spectra of fluorocarbon derivatives of tra nsition
me tals disp lay sequential loss of carbo nyls present followed by eliminat ion of neutul
metal fluorides. HF. CF" CF, ( Fs. and F atoms (121). Compounds 16 and 17
show extrusion of CFi followed by sequential loss of the thr ee carbonyls (d. Fig.
2.4). The puk height of M+·. CF3 fot 16 is 39.08% of t he base height while that
of M+··CO is only 0.88% of t he base height . Heeever , the peak Jt 488 which is
due to the rearrangement of .a fluorine J tom from the CF:sligand to t he meta! ion
is JbundJ nt (39.05% base height) . This suggests tht sequentiJ l loss of cu bonyls
which must be in competitton with t he process luding to elimination of t he CFi
fragment has Jlso ccccred .
Per fluoroalkyl homers
Isome r 21, like 17 and 18 lacks a symmetry plane and shows t he same spect rJI
pJttern as the acyl isomers, Isomer 20 has symmetry elements similar to the
perlluoroacyfisomer 16 J nd shows a similar spectral pau em (d . Tables 2.6 t02.9).
However, the fragmentation pattern in the mllSs spect rum is different . Sequential
loss of carbonyls is not seen and instead two CO groups are lost simult aneously
followedby the rearrangement of.a fluorine atom from t he CF:sligand to the metal
ion. Hence the CF2 group is eliminated giving the 488 peak which t hen Iou s a


























report edin a wide range of fluorocarbons [121] .
Fe ( COh (di.arl )I :z
The di-icdc compound (1351 22 is formed along with the perfluoroalkyl and th e
perfluorcacyl compounds. Its NMR and IRspect ra show a spect ral patt er n similar
to th ose of t he perfluoroacyl isomers 17 and 1 8 and hence cis, cis geome try was
assigned (see Tables 2.6 to 2 .9 ).
Thesmall scale experimen ts done to ,,'ent ify the conditions which favour the
acyl and t he alkyl products ind icated t hat whe n the qu antities of the reactant s
Fe(C Oh(diars) and CF31 are constant, a highly concent rated solut ion favours the
perfluoroacyl as the major produ ct while a dilute solution favours th e perfluoroalkyl
u the major product . Inter med iate con cent rations resul ted in rhe forma tion of
bot h the ac.yl and alkyl products, Reaction in t he solid state a lso afforded bot h
the a lkyl and the acyl product s .
2.4 Solid State Structure
Crys ta l struct ures were obtained for several products in order to confirm their
struct uresand geometr ies. ORTEP drawings of cis,cis-Fe(COh(di ars)(C{O)CF3)1
17 a ndcis,cis. Fe(COh(diars)(CF3)121 areshown inFigs_ 2.6 and 2.7 resp ectively.
A sum maryof crystal data for 17 and 21 is given in Table 2.3 . Selected bond
lengths and bond angles are listed in Table 2.4.1 Intensity data was collected
on a Nonius diffractom eter at 295 K using the fJ/2(J sca n technique wit h profile
analysis at a scan speed of 4° / min. Th ree sta ndards were measu redafter every
100 reflections and no significa nt crysta l decay was detected. Space srou ps were
IT he Rnal a tom k pos itional plLfameler8 and the equ ivalent iaotropie le mperll.\ ufe rattors
are Ii:ilted in AppendiltC .
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det ermined by syst e matic ab sences. Unit cell par ameters for 17 were obtained by
leas t squar es refinement of th e sett ing angles for 22 reflections (40 0 :s; 26 :s;44.8° )
an d for21 , 30 reflec.tions (40 0 :528 ::5 45"). Correo:tions were m ade for absorptio n.
The st ructures were solved using direct methods (MULTAN) plus a differ-
ence Fourier map and refined by full ma triKleast -squares with counting sta tistics
weights. j-l-atcm positions were calc ulated but their parameters were not re-
fined . The (·H default distanc e was se t at 1.08 A. All heavier atoms were refined
aniso tropica lly for 17, and for 21 , on ly I, As, and r ~ were done. The C2 a nd C9
car bon atoms of 21 are therefore see n as disto rted ellipsoids. T he refinemen t of
2 1 ;s not satis facto ry as sugg ested by t he diffe rence between Rand Rw • unusual
C- F distanc es, and t he residual electr o n density. The st ructure is being resolved
using ~ disordered model for the CF3 group~ All calculatio ns were performed with
t he NRCVA>..Crystal Struct ure progra msl78J. Scattering facto rs were ta ken from
t he Internat ional tabl es for X-ray crysta llography 194].
T he st ructurtS of both 17 and 21 de scribe a slightly distorte d octahe dro n with
a cls.ee geo metl)' th ereby co nfirming t he assignm ent made by spectro sco py. In
b-at h these compound s, anoma lously lar ge therm al factors were fo und aro und Fe-
C(2)-O(2} ( 17) and F~CF3 (2 1) and reliable bo nd distances /an gles could not be
made fOfthese groups. III17 , tht ~e-C(O) bond is 2.05 A, which is in agreemen t
wit h t he repo rted value of 2.00 A 1104). The ave rage C-F bend dist ance is 1.375
A and agre es well with t he literat ure value shown in Table 2.5 , The Fe- C(l )O
bond length is 1.73 A as expected .
'E.Glbe, NRC Chrrni-ny DiYieioll, OUI.. .., OMario.
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Figure 2.7: ORTEP Orawina of the Cryshl Structure of cis,cis·
Fe(COh{diOl rs)(CF 3 )1 (21)
~
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Cr ysta l data Fe(COMdiars)(CF3)1 F. (COj,(d l.,,)(C( O)CF,)1
21 17
Empiriea!formula Ct3H16As2F3FelO2 CHH16AslF3FelO3
Molecular weight 577.73 621.86
Cry st al dim ension(mm) 0.10 xO.10)( 0.30 0.20 x 0.40 x 0.40
Crystal syst em O rthorhombic Monoclinic
Space group Pca b P2,





Z(m oleculesj ceU) 8 2
F (0 00) elec t rons 2255.53 579.88
Dc<>Icd(Mg!r.•3) 2.007 2.093
jJ ( m m- 1) 5.84 5.61
; (A O) 0.70'30 0.70930
29(m,,)(d. g ) 44.8 44.8
No. reflect ions measured 4066 1379
No. unique refl ections 2458 1378
No . unique refl. In., > ocr(1".,) 1725(0= 2.5) 1185(n::::2.5)
l ast least sq .cyclec a lcd. with 38 atoms 40 atoms
195 parameters 141 paramf!ter s
1725 refls. 1185 refle .
R, (s ig. refi.} 0.072 0.071
R", (sig. refl.] 0.04' 0.081
Goodness of fit 5.115 2.031
RJ (all refl.) 0.106 0.084
R... (all refl.) 0.049 0.091
Max.shih/ u o.m 0.191
l ast D-map :
deepest hole. e/ A3 ·1.670 ~ 1.210
highest peak. e/A3 2.920 1.770
Transmission factors 0.408956 0.318862
'0 '0
0.554139 0.492092
Table 2.3: Cry stallogra.phic Data for Compounds 17 and 21
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Bond IF.(COh(d;,.,)(CF,)1 (21) F.(CO h(dl. ,,)(C(O)CF,)1 (I T)
bondlengths in A
fe-I 2.654(3) 2.637(5)
Fe-As(l ) 2.357(3) 2.354(5)
F.-A' (2) 2.350(3) 2.367(7)
F~C(I) 1.842(24) 1.730(4)
F. -C(2) 1.670(3) 2.080(5)
F~C(3) 2.210 2.050(3)
C(I )-O(I ) 1.070(3) 1.120(5)
C(2).O(2) 1.180(') 0.620( 5)
C(3)·O(3) 1.210(4)
C(3t')-F( I ) 0.940(3) 1.400(5)
C(3t ' )·F(2 ) 0.990(3) 1.350(4)
C(3t 4)-F( 3) 1.080(3) 1.400(4)
Bondanglesin degrees







I- F~C(2) 178.1(9) 178.50(1 2)
A,(I)·F~C(I) 173 .4(7) 176.80(10)Cri l:F~A,i2i 174.8(91
Table 2.4: Selected Bond Lengthsand Bond Angles of 17 and'21
Ta ble 2.5: M-e and (-F Bond Distances from the li terature
Compo und Bond d C_F in A Bond d M_ C' in A
1I'·C5Hs Rh(CO)(C2F:;)1 ( ·F 1.310 Rh·C F2 2.080
(( F,l M"((Oj, (- F 1.370 Mn-CF3 2.056
cis·(HF,C CF2hFe(CO)~ (- F 1.379 Fe-CF2 2.068
transIt Ion met a
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T he t ra ns influenc e of sub st ituted ace ty l groups hilS been Io.udied an d is shown
to decrease in t he ser ies (28J:
((O)CH, > C(O)CH, F > C(O)CHF, > C(O)CF,
Acco rdingly, th e Fe.As( l) and Fe-As(2) do not show any difference in their bond
lengt hs. The axial Fe-C(2} bond in 21 is shorter than the equatorial Fe-C(l) bond.
A similar obs ervation has bee n (<<tnl ly report eJ for fou r f!uoro- organo m etalli c
com pounds ll 04]. T he Fe-C(3) bond length could not be correctly assigned owing
to large thermal facto rs around it . The Fe-C (perfluoroalkyl) bond leng th s repor ted
in lite ratu re ar e given in Table 2.5. From t he 13C NMR ana lysis. it a ppear s t hat
Fe-C (perfluoroalkyl) bond is longer t han the Fe-C(O) ( perfluo roacyl) bond . The
13C_1IlF coup ling constan t in 17 is 302 Hz, while t hat in 21 is 360 Hz . Hence , t he
C· F bond is st ronger in 21 t hereby indicating t hat t he Fe-C (pe rfluoroa lkyl) bond
is wea ker than the Fe-C(O) (perfl uroacyl}. The t ra ns influence of the CF, g roup
is shown to decrease in the seri es [28]:
CHa > CHF, ~ CH~ F > CF,
The Fe-As( l ) and Fe-As(2) bon d lengths are of similar mag nitud e to those of
11 .
2 .5 C o n clu sion
Dependi ng on t he reaction con ditions, Fe(COh( diars) reacts with ( F3 l to form
th e perfluoroacyl and/ o r the perfluoroalkyl compounds. Four isomers o,f t he form er
and two iS~ ·T1ers of th e latt er were obta ined and characre rized using s pect roscopic
and single crysta l X-ray data . The paramete rs cont rolling t~.e product distr ibut ion
were invest igat ed and t he results are presented in Chap ter 4.
E lem ent.1IAn~ lysis JR- in ern"
Compound M.P. .". ~ r n .". Hydro&en
. l.~ ' u ~te ound I l.~ cu l~ t~ Fccnd ",0 tr.ocf', ",F.
cis .t r~n s-Fe{(OMdjus)(C{O)CF3)J (16) 182.0 27.04 21.13 2.59 2.24 1975 1620 1230.1180.1125
2010
cis,cis-Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CF3)1 (17) 157.5 21.04 21.45 2.59 2.55 1960 1630 1230.1180.1125
2010
cls,cis·Fe(COMdiafs){C{0 )CF3)1(18) 1970 1605 1220.1180,1115
2010
tf~ns, cis-Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CF3)1 19) 1975 1600 1220,1180,11 20
2010
cis. t ,~ n s- Fe(COMdiars )(CFJ ) 1 (20) 171.5 26.29 26.45 2.72 2.79 1980 · 1080. 990
2010
cis,cis·Fe{t OMdiars)(CF3 ) ' (21) 170 26.29 25.91 2.12 2.73 1970 • 1050,990
2010
, is,cis·Ft(COh( diars)11 (22) 1960 •
2010 -
~ :::: in CH1ClJ ; Elemental ~ na lysjs and M.P. of 18 ~nd 10 were not obtained since these were only minor products.
Table 2.6: IR and £tement Analysis
~
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Compou nd As·CHa o-C"H.
cis,t rans-Fe(COh( diiHS)(CCO)CF3)1(16) 1.62, 2.07 7.70 (m)
cis,cis-Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CF3)1(1'l) 2.23, 2.02, 1.77,1.65 7.68 (m)
ds.eis-Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CFa)1(18) 1.66.1.74.1.90, 2.06 7.58 (m)
trans,cis-Fe(COh(diars )(CCO)CFa)1(19) 1.89,1.69 7.67 (m)
cis,cis.Fe(COh(diars)(CFa)1(21) 2.21,2.09, 1.76, 1.62 7.71 (m)
ds, t rans-Fe(COh(diars)(CFa)! (20) 2.14,1.77 7.70 (m)
cis.cis.Fe(COh(diars)h (22) 2.47, 2.10. 1.95. 1.62 7.78( m)
Solvent: CDCh; Reference Compound: Me. Si
Shift values in ppm
TaMe2.7: IH NMR DATA
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cis,trans-Fe{COM diars)(CFa)1(20 ) + 12.9
cis.cis-Fe(COh(diars)(CFa)1(21) + 10.8
Solvent: CDC!a; Reference compound:CFCI,
Shift values in ppm
Table 2.10: IIIF N~IR Data
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Chapter 3
Reaction of Higher Analogues
of CF3I with Fe(COh(diars)
3.1 Introduct ion
Asdiscussed in Chaplet'2. transition metalcomplexesare knownto undergo oxida-
t ive ilddition react ions with perllooroalkyl iodides. li mite d exam ples art known for
t he higher analogues of CF, I• .lIS shown in ra ble 3.1. Fe{COh(diars} reacts with
t he higher an;r,logues of CF, I, nilmely. C2F~l.n·~F,I.n·CeFI:JI ,n-CfFul as well "
CF3 CH21 to yiefd the corresponding oxid<lltive i1ddition product. Fe(COh{diars)R/I.
in good yield. Th ese results are inte rest ing since in the Fe(CO)3l , seri es. oxidative
addition hilSnot been observedfor .alkyl iodides other than CH31.Stene hinderanee
hn been 5uuested to i1ccount for these resu lts 1144]. However, oxidat ive addi.-
tion of groups laf&er t han CH3 • is bcil e when a carbonyl ligand in t he Fe(COhl,
series is subst itut ed by labile ligands suc h tIS N2 (24 , 25) or CH3CN [43). Also, in
cont rast to CF31.th e higher ol nalogues do not form t he perfluoroacyl compound in
any significant yield.
.7
Reagent Rt' Product Reference
F.(CO). C2F si F.(CO).(C,F.)I (124)
( 3Frl F.(CO).(C,F,)I (124)
C1Fu i Fe(COMCr F1s)1 (109)
trans-Fe(COh( CaHsh ( 3F7! No reaction [123)
PC2H sh
cis·Fe(COh(diphos) ( 3F71 Fe(COh(diphos)(C3F1)1
(123)
'll"CsHsCo(COh C2Fsi 'll'CsHsCo(CO){C2Fs)1 111O)
4 F71 1fCsHsCo(CO)(C3Fr)1 (11O)
Table 3.1: Oxidativ e Addition of Higher Analogues of CFal
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3.2 Experimental
purc.haHd from Aldrich. n·C, fl$ l showed traces of iodine and hence WiIS st irred
with mercury overnigh t ilnd disti lled.
The methodology foltowed is same as th at described in Chilpte r 2. 424 mg
(0.99 x 10-3 moles) of Fe(COh(diars) was dissolved in 5 mL of dichtcrc rnethane
and 50 ml (2.2 x 10- ' moles) of C~ Fs l wn syringed into the solution at -78
0(. The yellow solution turned brown immediately ilnd it was stirred for 2 hours
011 -78 0c. Removal of solvent ilnd other volatiles under vacuum gave a reddish
brown Frodul.'~ · ":-:h was iselat ed il5 iI brown ·bimd on pre pu iltive t hin layer chrc-
milltography wit h toluen e IS the eluta nt , This was ident ified spect rosco pically
as cis,cis· Fe{COhCdi;us)(C 2F.) 1. A t hin pink band which also ilcco m ptlnied the
above product wu i50lated and identified by spKtrOKCpy ill the di-iodo com-
pound 22 , which wu lllso obuined in t he rellct ions of CF,,1.The rellctions of
Fe(CO h(d iu s} with other R,I com pounds were similu to tha t of C2 Fsi ilnd the
detilils ilre shown in Table 3.2. Since it WilS observed in the cue of CF31 that a
concent rated reilction mixture bvoured perflUOfoilcyl fOfm,ation, t he re4lct ions of
the higher ,an,alogueswete curied out with just suffident solvent to dissolve t he
Fe(CO),,(dius) (0.5 mL). Only very small perfluOfoacyl peaks were observed in t he
IR spectra ,and no perlluoroacyl derivatives could be isolated.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
Asingle isomerwasisolatedfor aUthe aboveoxidative addition reactions. RJI (RJ
= n-C~fsl , n-C3F rl, n-CaFl3lu wellas CH1CF3' ) formed eis,cis·Fe(COh(diars)R/I .
while C7F I 61 formed it c is,trans isomer as shown in Fig. 3 .1. All t hese are new
compounds. Their physical properties are recorded in Table 3.3, and their lH,
13C. 19F, IR a nd mass spec tral data are recorded in Tables 3.4 to 3.8 res pect ively.
Compounds 23 .24 .2S,and 27 are identified by sp ect roscopy as eb.els isomers.
co co
I/ co i/co( /'j-'f(, /'j-f
I Rf
cis,cis f e(CO)2( diors)R,1
R("' C2f 5 [2 3]. CJF 7 [24 ]. CSf,J[25]
Oll lIo'ell all CH2CF3 (27]
no symmetry I)IOne5
. f o ' Fb ere diolltere otop lc
i~co( /'j -co
I
cte.trcns Fe(CO)2 (diorll)R f l
Rf - C7 f 15 [2 6]
vert ica l sym met ry plan e
f a .. Fb
Figure 3.1: Str uctu res of the PerfluoroalkylCompounds
They have spectral patterns sim;'u to i50mers l1 and 18 (d.Tables 2.6 tc 2.10)
ilS discuned below. Since the cis,cis geometr y lacks a symmetry plane, the iron
atom is chiral and t he CF2 groups are diaste reetcpic. Similoilr ly in 21 , H.. ned H6
of the a·CH2 group are diasterectcpic . Compound 26 is identified as the cis.tra ns
isomer and shows a spectral patt ern similar to 16. A vert ical symmetry plane
makes t he two fluorine atoms of th e alpha CF2 group equivalent.
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3.3 .1 IIi NMR Sp ectra
T he IH NMR .5pl!ct ra of cis.cis. Fe(COh(diats)R/ I isomers 23, 24, 25 and 21
show four non-equivalent As-CHJ resonances. In compound 27, t he methylene
protons are seen as the AM part of oil first order AMXJ mult iplet {X= F}. The
resonan ce due to H, is coupled to H~ resulting in a doublet (Ju.u .= 12.5Hz) which
is further coupled to th e th ree magne tica lly equivalent l &F nuclei (Cp ) . result ing
in a dOi!blet of quarte ts (3JHF.=16Hz). Similarly, anot her doub let of Quartets is
seen for Hi (d. Fig. 3.2). Compoun d 26 shows only two As-CH3 resonances due
to its vertical symmetry plane.




Figure 3.2: 300 MHz ' p-j NMR Spectrum of Fe(COh( diars)(CH, CF3 )1 (27) in
CeCh Showing t he AMX3 Patt ern
3.3 .2 13C NMR Spectra
The 1SC NMR spectru m of 24 s!lown in FiS.3.3 is·.discussed as • typia l eumple.
Since t he compound has. d s,cis seom etry with no symmetry pl. nes, the six
u rbon atoms of the diu s rinS are nonequlv.lent . nd six o-C.H4 resonances are
seen. AUfour methyl groups bonded to t he As atoms are nonequivalent. However,
only t hree As-CH) reson,nces are observed due to .cddental degeneracy. Two CO
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Figure 3.3; 75 MHz 1SC NMR Spect rum of Fe(CO),(diars)(C)Fr)1(24 ) in COCI)
Ul
I
The RJ group shows extensive 13C·ItF couplings. The diasterectcpie fluorine
nuclei. F. and F. show slightly different one bond couplings so that C" appears
as a double doublet (lJcF. = 300 Hz. IJCF_ =291 Hz). Further coupling to t he








Figure 3.4: 75 MHz Part~I I3C NMRSpectr um of Fe{COh( dian )(C3F1)1in CDCI3
ss
c~ is coup~ to t he t'irec.t1ybonded fluorine nudet resu lting in a triplet ( IJcr
"" 255 Hz) and i£ furt her coupled to c..FJ result in« in a t riplet of qua rtets pJcr
=35 Hz). Th is iI further co upled to a-eF, which is also I two bond couplin,;
resulting in a t riplet of sextet s of intensities 1:5:10:10:5;1 (fJCF = 35Hz) . c.,
is coupled to the three mllnetiu lly equivalent fluorine at oms a nd ill s~n 011 I
qU,1rt et (' JCF'"" 291 Hz) which is furthe r «lUpled to C.aF, result ing in a qu met
of triplets <IS shown in Fig. 3.5 (2JCF== 38 Hz).
Figure 3.5: 75 MHz P",t i. 113C NMR Spectrum of Fe(CO), (diafs)(C,Fr}1 24 in
CDCI,
Compound 23. Fe{COh(d iars)(C,F s)l, shows a speet ral pattern similar to 24
and its pa rt ial 13C spectrum is shown in Fig . 3.6. C.. is coupled to t he di·
asteeectcp ic F. and F. resulting in a double dou blet (l JCF. = 300 Hz. IJCFt =
293 Hz) which is furt her coupled to the adjacent CF3 group result ing in a quartet
of quartet s ('JCF =- 40.6 Hz) . ( 4 is coupled 10 the mas netically ~uiva~nt flu-
orine atoms formin! a qlolrtet (' JeF =:; 286 Hz) which is further oupled to CoF2
resulting in a quart et of triplets (' JeF == 33Hz).
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Figure 3.6: 75 MHz P artial 13C NMR Spectrum of Fe{CO M diirs)(C2Fs)1 23 in
CDCI]
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The sp~ctra l pm ern of Fe(COh( diars)(C.F I3)1 (25) is similar to those of
the ..beve compounds. Ca is fou nd in the urn! spe ctrill region (148.7 PPM) as
compounds 23 .and 24 and is seen tIS a q Uillrte t of triplets . C< in the tuminal
CF3 group is coupled to the three magnetically tquinl~t fluonnl atcer s fHulting
in .aqu.u te t (IJeF;: 288 Hz) in t he ume spect rill region u compou nds 23 ilI nd
24 . This is further coupled to t he adjacent C. Ft resulting in a quartet of triplets
(' JeT;: 32 Hz). The rem j ining fouf carbon atoms Cil • 4 . (, and C. are split
by the directly bonded fluorine atoms into t riplets and are se tn at 108 .8, 110,6,
112.5 Ind 113.2 ppm (lJCF =268 Hz) (d . Fig. 3.7). Furt her coupling to the
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F ilu re 3.7: 7S MHZ Part i. 1nC NMR Spectru m of Fe{CO),(d i. rs)(~Fn) 1 25 in
CDCI3
ss
The IJC NMR spK t rum of h (C Oh(dius )CHJCFJI (27) is shown in Fit 3.8.
C.. is coupled to t he three m illsnet iu lly tqu inlent fluorine atom s of (13 resull inJ
in a quartet ('JCF '" ~ Hz) at 6.95 ppm . C" is also a quutet at 134.6 ppm due




Hb f o-C 6H4
I
Figure3.8: 75 MHz 13C NMRSpectrumof Ft (COh( diu s)(CH2CF3)127 incrxt,
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Fe(COMd iars)(C7F u )l. (2 7) , has a different symmetry from t he ot her cc en-
pounds and showsa different spect ral pattern. A vertical symmetry plane makes
thr ee of t he phenyl carbon atoms in diars ligand equivalent a nd hence only th ree
o-phenylene resonances ate seen. Similarly only two As·CH3 resonances and one
CO resonance are see n. The CO resonance is coupled to CoF2 and COF2 giving an
apparent quintet assuming tha t -tJCF is almost equal to 3JCF. C.. of RI group is
coupled to the two isochronous fluorine nuclei directly bonded to it giving a t riplet
and fur t her coupling to CgF2 resul ts in a t riplet of triplets as shown in Fig. 3.9. C~
is coupledto the three directly bonded magnetically equivalentfluorine atoms and
to th e adjacent CF1 group rf:sulting in a t riplet of quart ets in t he sam e spectra l
region as compounds 23 , 24 and 25 . Similar to 25, ( /1. c..., (6 and ( , and «
are coupled to t he twe directly bonded fluorine nuclei and are see n as t riplds at
107.3, 108.9, 110.5, 111.7 and 112.6 ppm (lJCF = 279 Hz). Furth er coupling to
the adjac ent fluorine nuclei is co mplex and could not be unam biguously assigned .
3.3 .3 19F NMR Spect ra
The I\lF NMR spect ra of t he Q-CF2 group of compounds 23, 24 ,2 5 and 27 is
an AS spect rum due to the chirality of th e iron cente r. The AS spect rum was
analyzed using the equat ions given below (1):
J = FI - F2 F: Frequency
=F3 - F4
du = VA~V".!B'==-'0:"7
= ..f(F, - F, )(F, - F, ) =Y
VA = liB + Y ... 1
~(UA +VB ) = center of the AS spectrum = x
VB =2Z-VA ... 2
IIA &t VB were computed from Eqs. 1 and 2. The detailed calculatio ns for cc m.
pounds 23 , 24 , 25. a nd 27 are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.9: 75 MHz Partial t 3 e NMR Spectrum of Fe(COMdiars)(C,Fu)1 26 in
CDCI3
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The 19F NMR spectrum of c
as te reetopic C,. fluo rine ato ompound 23 is shown in Fi
263 Ht ) Vicl,,' ' 0 0 Ii m • • ppm .. . typieal feu, Ii" g . 3.10. The dl-
of each com 0 . p ne wlth thoadja cent ( o F AB p...." (' h .F. ~
p nent Iot a a 3 group result .
iog in a doubled b quartet. The CF3 group ' 5 In further splitting
ou let . (3J IS co upled to F
' 0"" " " F.F : 7.5 Ht. 'J • and F, result-
re not surprising s inceF,. and F F.F .= 5 Hz) The different COli r





Figu re 3.10; 282 MHz 19FNMR SpectrumofF (e COMdiars)(C F)I .2 6 23 mCD Ch
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The I~ F NMRspectru mof compound 24 is shownin Fig. 3.11. The four line
AS patt ern of ( ..F.F b is further coupled to the C., fluorine it oms instead of Cif
giving four qua rtets (lJF.F. "'" 268 Hz, <4 JF• F = 12.5 Hz, 4J F•F - 10 .9 Hz) . T his
four bo nd coupling is as expecte d since it is generally observed thit 4J , . > 3Jr r
1147] . The CF3 group is observed in the same spectr al region u that of compo und
23 and CaFl and ~F3 are observed is unresolved multiplets.
,
-..
Figure 3.11: 282 MHz IIlF NM R Spectrum of Fe(COh(diars)(C3F 7) 124 in (0(13
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The 19F NMRspectrum of compound25 is shown in Fig.3.12. Thefau r line AB
pat ternof C" fluorine nuclei is furthe r coupled and results in four triplets ( IJF.n
= 271 Hz) . The cou pling constant of t he t riple ts is 18 Hz suggesting a four bond
co upling wit h (., F1 since 3 J F• F is onl y 7.5Hz in 23 . The te rminal CF 3 group
occurs at th e same s pectra l region u compounds 23 and 24. The AS rescnanee
at -110 ppm is assig ned to COF1 since in compo und 24 CilFl is seen at -11 5 ppm.
A simi lar shift has bee n report ed for m an y othe r t ransitio n metal compou nds 11461.
C..,F ,. C6F, and C F, are assig ned to t he thre e unresolved multiplet s upfie ld from
Cu F2 <It · 121 ppm, -123 ppm and ·127 ppm respectinly.
CFCIJ
r F f r F F
I I I I I I
Fe- Ca-CrC1 Cr C~CC f
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Figure 3.12: 75 MHz:l' F NMRSpectru m ofFe(COh(diars)(CoF13)125 in COCI3
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T he liF NMR spectrum of compound 21 is shown in Fig. 3.13. ( .IF, shows
identiu l co upl ing to H. and H. and is SHn u a dou ble doublet (3h'H. = 3 J F H•
= 16 Hz).
~~Cbe 3.13: 7S MHz IllF NMR Spect rum ofFe(COh{d i.rs )(CH2CF3)1 27 in
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The IfF NMR spK t rum of compound 2&is shown in Fi&.3.l4 . Due to t he
vertical symmet ry pll ne. the c.. fluorine atoms Ire isoc/uonoIolS. Four bond CO lt-
piing wit h c., F2 results in I lriplet (thF = 18 Hz) . C.F3 is observed in the same
spect ral region u compounds 2S. 2. I nd 25 . Sim il.., to 25 . C" F2 • c.. F2• C, F2 •
c. F2 ud C,F2 art usigned in incrtu ing upfield shifts II ~ 1 11 ppm. -121 ppm ,
·122 ppm , ·123 ppm and -127 ppM respKtivdy. These Ire o bserved as unresolved
multi plets. A simil., usi gnment has been ml de for Fe(COMC TF 15 )1 (1091.
CFCI.J
..,
Figure 3.14; 15 MH z l9F NMR Spectrum of Ft{CO),(dilfS)( CrF15)126 in CDCI3
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3.3.4 IR a n d Mass Sp ectra
In general, perfluoroalkyl tran ~ it ion metal ca rbonyls show strong CO st retches at
appreciablyhigher frequenciesthan alkyl tra nsition metal carbonyls (148]. The CO
stretches for ds, cis-Fe(diars)(COh(C1Fs)1 are 2010 and 1960 cm-! and simi lar
stretches ate see n for the other compound s (I .Ta ble 3.7). The CO stretc hing
frequencies of th e fluorocarbon metal carbo nylsare found to be similar to t hose
of the corresponding meta l carbonyl hilides (148J. Accordingly, the CO stretching
frequencies of th e di-iodo compound 22 a re similar t o those of the perfluoroalk yl
compounds . The C·F stre tchesfor compounds 23. 24 ,25 and 26 vary from 131 0
to 960 e m"! [148] (d . Ta ble 3.7).
The mass spectra of metal carbonyls a re charOlc tt<rized by sequent ial tOS5 of
CO from tile parent molecularion and only processes with very low entrgy re-
quirements compete with this decarbonylati on. The mass spectra of all the new
compounds discussed in this chapter skow simultaneous loss of two carbonyls.
Similar obse rvations have been made for [Fe(COh( diars)CH3 LJ+(l = phospho-
r<JSdono r ligands) [85]and other metal carbo nyl com plexeewith phosphorusdonor
ligands [1211.
3.3.5 Isomerization St udy
Cis.cis-- Fe(COh(diars)(C3Ft)I, 24, was dissolved in d8-toluene and the ABspec-
tr umof th e C" F2 followed by 1°F NMR at different temperatures. The ABspec-
tr um rem ained undisturbed even at 100 "C (d. Fig. 3.15) indicating that th e
chiral iro n center is configurationally stable on the NMR time scale. Pankowski
et 011 1. re port tha t the solution stabilities of iron chiral complexes are strongly
dependent on st eric strain. Fe(COh( P(CH3)3)Rl is stable in solution at 30 "C
when L is small such as Ph P(CH3)(OR), but when l is moderatelylarge such as
67
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PhP(CH3)(CH~ Ph ) , it is sta ble Ofllyat - 30 ~C (142].
3 .4 Conclusion
Fe(COMdia rs) reacts with various perfluoroillkyl iodides forming single isomers
of the oxida tive addition product in good yield (c.is,cis-Fe{COh(d iars)Rj l for R,
= C~Fs , n-( 3FT. n-CeF13 as well IS CH2CF3 an d the cis,trans isomer for R, =
Cr F15) . No perill/o roac.yl compoundswere isolated. Evidence supporting a free
radical mechanism is given in Chapter 4. The isolation of single isomers is most
probably due to thermodynamicfeeters. The formation of oildifferent isomerfor
R! = n'(7Ft :; may be due to steric factors. since (1 f l:; a nd iodine ato ms af t bulky
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Compo und As-Me O-C6 H4
cis.cis Fe(COMd iars)(C, Fs)1(23) 2.205,2 .133.1.726 . 1.616 7.67 (m)
cis.cis Fe(COh( dim )(C3F, )1(24) 2.167,2 .106, 1.69,1.582 7.70 (m)
cis.cis Fe(COM diars)(Cll.F13 )1(25) 2.197. 2.133. 1.722, 1.609 7.71 (m)
cis,t rans Fe{COMd iars)(C,F 1s}1(26) 2.182,1.693 7.68 (m)
eb.eis Fe(COh(diars){CH)CF3) 1(27) 2.118, 2.023, 1.628, 1.612 7.67 (m)
HG =2.48
H6 = 1.25
In.u. = 12.9 Hz
JJ HF = 16.4 Hz
Tab le 3.4: I"NMR Spectral Data
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Compound M' M+·2CO M+.2CO.R,
cis.cis-Fe(COh(dius)(C2FI )1(23) 64' 588 469
cis,cis-Fe(COh(dius )(C3F,)1(2 4) '9 ' 638 "9
eis,cis-Fe(COh(diars)(CsFI3) 1 (25) 844 469
cis,trans-Fe(COh(diars)(C,F15)1(26) 89' 838 469




A d dit ion in the Reaction of
Fe(CO h (diars) with CF3I
4.1 In troducti on
Both the perlluoro~lkyl Fe-CF3 and th~ ptrlluorO<lcyl h .q O)CFs com pounds a re
form~ on treati,,« Fe(COh (di.rs) with CF31&'S IS shownin Eq. 4.1. The form. -
l ion of t he perRuOfo.icyl compo und is cOfIt radictory' to expenmlMtal ob~nI'i1tions
{40 . 104 , 1061 a nd thKM'ft ical prrdi ct ions (8. 20. l~l) . As discuued in Cha pter
2, Fe-C(O )CFs is t ile miljor prod uct at hig h conce ntrat ions while Fe--CFs is t " ol
ma jor prod uct.! lowconcent r.tions when t he amo unt of Fe{COh(di. rs ) an d CFs l
is Inept const an t aJld t he ...a1ume of CH,O,(solvt nt) 'li ried.
Fe(CO h(di ors) + C Fs 1 __ Fe(C Oh (diGr. )(C( O )C Fs)1
+ Fe(CO),( dior.l)(C F,1)/ +CO (4.1)
T he perfluot o. lkyl is th e product of simple Qxidnive addition while th e perlluoroa-
cyl is th e result of ' pf>Ji rent inuftio n. T he re. ct ion mechanis m wu investiga ted
by following th e cc ncen t raticn vs. ti me profile of t he reaction sequence by 19 F
NMR unde r various reaction conditio ns. Mechan ism s are proposed for the app ar-
ent carbo nyl insert ion a nd th e oll.idative addit ion react ion.
15 I
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4.2 E xp erimental
4 .2.1 General
All experiments were done under a nit rogen a tmosphere in a n NMR tub e and t he
rea ct ion se q uence was followed by IPF NMR using a Bruker·WP80 NMR spec -
trometer . Fifteen experiments were don<: to study the course of tile carbonyl
inser tion and oxidati ve addit io n react ion s . All the expe riments were repeated and
reproducible trends were seen. although t he final product rat io varied slightly.
4.2.2 Concentration vs . Time Ex p eri ments
Thr ee sets of conce ntration vs. time expe riments(l to 12) were done following the
procedure as outlined in this section. Fe(COh{diars) was weighed into an NMR
t ube and degassed by three freeze-pump-thew cycles. 0.5 ml of ( 0 2(12 (degassed
by bubbling nitrogen gas into the solvent) and l l-l of C6F6 (as reference) were
added, and t he solution cooled to ·90 " to ·100 DC. The required amount of CFal
gas was taken in a syringeat room temperature and one atmosphericpressure and
syringed into the NMR t ube. The react ion mixture was stirred with a plat inum
stirrer to make t he solution homogeneous. Tipping t he NMRtub e to make the
solution homogeneous was avoided since this warmed up the solution, and irre-
producible results were obtained. The solution was t hen quickly t ransferred to the
NMR probe maintainec' at -90 DC and t he spectrum was recorded as a function
of time. For the first set of experiments, (Fe(CO);'j(diars)p was varied keeping
all th e other parameters constant . For the second set of experiments, ICFall was
varied. The third set held {Fe(COh(diars)j and (CFal] constant and a free radical
inhibitor, (galvinoxyl,Experiments 9to 11) or CO gas (Experiment 12) was added.
The details are presented in Tables 4.1 to 4.3.
'Square brackets indieete conceecentrarion.
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Since t he react ion profile indicate d th e formation of an unsta ble lntermedi -
ate , an atte mpt was made to determine its identity. 20 mg of Fe(COMdia rs)
was dissolved in 0.5 ml of CD~Ch and t reated with 3 ml of CF3' gas iI' ·90°C
(Experiment 13). T he reaction was allowed to proceed until the build-upof the in-
termediate was maximum (5500 seconds as determined in Experiment 7) and then
quenched bycoolingin liquidnitrogen. 7.0 mg of HBF. (lessthanone equivalent)
in diet hyl ether was added t o the solution v' · yringe. The tube was then allowed
to warm up to ·100"( and the reaction mixture stirred with a platinum st irrer to
mcke a homogeneous solution. Subsequent ly the reaction was monitored by 19 F
NMR at -90°C for thr ee hours.
React ion of Perftuoroacyl 16, 17 with AgBF4 and Bu 4NI
According to the principle of microscopic reversibility, creating a vacant site in
perlluoroacyl, 17, should lead to the reverse of the migratory insertion and afford
the perlluoromethylcompound. Experiment 14 tested the feasibility of such a
reaction, to confirm Fe·CF3 as the intermediate givingFe-C(O)CF3 • A solution of
20 mg of Fe(COh( dim )(C(O)CF3)1in 0.5 mL of da-acetone was prepared in an
NMRtube. A solutionof AgBF4 in da-acetonewas slowlysyringedinto the tube at
room temperature, causingan immediate yellowprecipitatkln of Agi. The addition
of AgBF4 was continued until no more precipitation occurred. The 19F NMR
spectra were measured before and after one equivalent of Bu4Nl in da-acetone was
added.
Reaction of Perflucrcmechyl (21) with CO
Further information regardingthe intermediacyof Fe-CF3 in the formationof Fe-
C(O)CF3 was obtained by treating Fe(COh(d iars)(CF:3)l with carbon monoxide
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(Experiment 15). 20 mg of Fe(COh(diafs)(CF3) 1(2 1) was dissolved in 0.5 ml
of CD2C1 2 and CO gas was syringed into the t ube at atmosp heric pressure and 25
"C. The reaction was monitored by 19F NMR at 20 "c.
4.3 R esult s
Concentration V5 . time profiles were determinedfor 3 to 4 hours and 30 19F NMR
spect ra taken at time-intervals as shown in Tables 4.4 to 4.16 . The integral of
each peak (shown in Tables 4.4 to 4.16) was plott ed against time. T he plots of
concentrat ion vs. time are shown in Figs. 4.11 to 4.23.
A typical 19F spectrum observed in the kinetic experiments for t he reaction
shown in Eq. 4.1 at ·90 "C is shown in Fig. 4.1. The resonance at 13.1 ppm (a t
·90 0c) is assigned to Fe(COh(diars}(CF3)1 and that at -76.1 ppm is assigned to
Fe(COM dian )(C(O)CF3 )1.Two perlluoroacyl isomersare formed under conditions
favouring kinetic cont rol. Two peaks are resolved at -80 °C (·76 .9 and -77.1 ppm)
and only a single peak is observed at -90 0(. At room tempe rat ure t he two peaks
appear at -79.5 and -78.7 ppm and their pr"duct ratio remains the same. A large
temperatu re gradient is 011$0 seen for the ot her peaks which is shown in Appendix
B. By comparing with th e shifts of t he isolated perlluoroacyl and perlluoroalkyl
products, t he peak at -78.7 ppm is assigned to cis,cis-Fe{COh(dia rs)(C(O)CFa) 1
17 and t hat at -79.5 ppm to t he corresponding cis.trans isomer 16. Two closely
spaced peaks were observed with chemical shifts similar to the perlluoroa,:yl. These
were identified ilS due to CHF3 as follows. Experiments at varying field .1t rengt hs
(1.9T and 7T) confirmed them to be a doublet with a consta nt coupling constant
of 78 Hz. Broad band proto n decoupling collapses the doublet into il singlet (d.
Fig. 4.2) , confirming t hat the doublet is due to coupling between HI and IIlF
nuclei. The proton spect rum of t he reaction mixt ure shows a quartet at 6.0 ppm
S2
(2JHF=79Hz) (d . Fig. 4.3). On ~dd i ng 0 10 to the reaction mixture. a t riplet
assigned to CF30 is seen inste.lldof t he usual doublet of CF,H (d. Fig. 4.4) .
Figure 4.1: Typical 75 MHzI' F NMR Spectrum fO(the Concent ri'l tionVI. Time Experi-
ments of Eq. 4.1 in CO2( 1:
Temperature = ·90 ·C ;.1I= Fe-CF, : b = CF31: c = Inte rmediate; d, e = CF, H;
f = Fe-CCO)CF3: g = 4 Fe; chemical shifts are in ppm
Figure 4.2: Partiill 7S MHzl {1F NfoJIR Spectrum of CF,H Re50nilnce in C0 2 CI2
Temperilture = 20 · C; iI = dt'COuplt'r off; b = 0.5 watts decoupler on;
c. d = CF, H; (2Jf'H= 78 Hz); e. f = 2 lsomt'rs of Fe-C(O)CF, ;
cht'miCill shiftsi1rei n ppm
,I
11 L\~
I I I I
20 50 2000 1900 350 180 0 H,
Figure 4.3: 300 MHz ' H NMRSpectrum of Fe(COh(d iars} and CF31Solution
Showing CF3 H Quutet in (D2(12
Temperature .. 20 ·C
Figu re 4 .4: 75 MHz I' F NMR Spect rum of CF;sD and CFsH in CD2C h
Temperat ure = ·90 ·C; a = CF;sH (2J FH =78 Hz); b = CF;sD eJDf' = 12 Hz):
c =Isome ric mixture of Fe· - (.O)CF;s(see text ); chemical shifts are in ppm
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Th e 19F NMR s pect rum of CF30 shows an upfield s hift of 0.8 ppm which may be
due to an isotope effect . 2JDF ==12.4 Hz. which is in agreem ent wit h the c:llculat l!d
value of 12.7Hz.
JHF.;;= 785~2~~57 == i2.7
Thus the doublet beside t he perfluoroacyl peaks is confirmed to be tha t of filloro-
form. The lite ratu re va lue of I J H F is 79.7 Hz and the 19 F chemica l shift is 78.6
± O.7 ppm [77). The peak at 38.2 ppm is assigned to an Interm ediate species.
which decays to Fe· Q O)CF3 •
Concent ratio n vs . t ime curves of the first set of experiments , where the amount
of Fe(COh{diars) was varied (Experiments 1 to 4 in Figs. 4.11 t o 4.14, product
rat ios in Tab le 4.1 ) , show that perlluoroacyl formation is favo ured by increasi ng
concentra t ion of Fe(COh(diars) . Th us in experiment 4, Fe-C(O)CF3 is formed as
t he major product . Fe·CF3 is favoured with decreasingconcent rat ion of Fe(CO h(di ars),
and th us in experiment 1 Fe-CF3 is formed as the major product . This tr end is
similar to the preparative results in Chapter 2, where th e molar reactant rat io of
Fe(COh(diars) and CF31was kept const ant and the concentration of the solution
was varied by chanE;!"g the volume of t he solvent .
Concent ration vs. time profiles of the second set of experiments, where the
volume of CF31 was varied ( Experiments 5 to 8 in Figs. 4.15 to 4.18. prod.
uct ratios in Table 4.2), show a different trend . Perfluoroacyl is favoured as t he
concent rat ion of CF3 1decreases. Thus, in experiment 8. Fe-C(O)CF3 is form ed as
t he major product while, in experiment 5, Fe·CF3 is formed as t he major prQduct.
Concentr at ion vs. time profiles for t he third se t of experiments wh ere the effect
of extern al reagents was examined are shown in Figs. 4.19 to 4.22. Thr ee different
concentra tions of galvinoxyl, a free radical inhibitor, were tested on the solut ion.
Experiment I} used 0.01 mole per cent of galvmcxyl but had no effect on th e rates
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rates of Fe-CF3 and Fe-C(O)CF" ru ct ions. Experiment 10 tested S mole per ce nt
galvinoxyl and resulted in a marked decrease in the rat e of format ion of Fe-CFl
wit h no effect on t he ru e of format ion of the intermediate, CF3H or r! -QO)CF3
(ct. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). This experiment also indiciltes that CF3H is related to th e
inter mediate and Fe·q O)CF3 • since t he inte rmediilte and the Fe·C{O)CF3 peak s
fise only afte r the CF3 H peaks cent to grow.
25 mole per cent galvinoxyl (Experim ent 11) showed the same relu ding effect
on the ute of Fe-CF3 form.lltion. Howtver. the CF3 H peaks dom inate lond the
Fe-C(O)CF3 is supprwed presumably because g. lvinoxyl (28) serves IS iI proton
donor. t rtlpping CF; as CF3H.
o ~~ o- But
2.
The int t rmcdiilte is formed btt in the teact ion Ie.llding to Fe-C(O)CF3 . Consis-
t ent with the proposal t hilt CFi' is pr~sent . int roductio n of HBF" to the suiution at
t he peak ecncent ratic n of t he intermedi ate, diverts t he reilct ion to the forma tion of
CF3 H instud of t he usual Fe-C(O)CF3 (d . Fig. 4.7: • •....mtu tion VI . t ime
profi!! is shown in Fig. 4.23. Time zero is take n ill t n, .cee tr um indicat ing
t he maximum peak concent ratio n of th e inte rmediate when the Fe-C(O}CF3 peilk
ju st bes ins to risi . SubH quent spect ra liken dter one hour COf"rupondto the
I
0.0 +---+- +--4"""+---+-- +---+--+--+-- 1--+--1
o 1000 2000 3000 .aoo 5000 6000 7000 8000 flOOD In H E4 1.2 £4
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Fi!ure 4.5: Effe ct of Cotvano.y1 on Perlluoroo cyl r.......-ao"c
--.,""""
-, 'o r~I :l(
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r iJ-CF3 "'lh5 ...... .~
(t-JlL 10)
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Figure 4.6: Effe ct of Galvonoxyl on Perlluoroalkyl
8.
rtict ion after addit ion of HBF, . The ruction wn followed for a furt her two hours
and th e Fe-C(O)CF3 sil"" showed no sis:nificoiInt Irowth . while the CF3 H peak
continuedto I rowind the Fe-CF3 peak remainedconstant . Thus HBF, effectively
traps the intermedia t e and prevents perlJuoroacyl fOl"mat ion. The inte rmed iate
th erefore appurs to serve n the source of CFi ionssugesting lh ilt t he st ructure
of the intermediollte could be (Fe(CO)a(diars)IJ+CF, - . Experiment 12 test ed t he
effect of CO on Eq. 4.1. Thuddition ofl atmosphereof COgn had no observable
effect on th e rates of formatio n of Fe-C( O)CF3 or Fe· CF3 •
Halide abstraction of the petfluo;oilcyl compound with AgBF4 followed by
tr eatment with iodide did not I... d t o the format ion of th e pe rfluoro alk yl compOLind
(Experiment 14). T!le ItF NMR peilks at -79.5 ilnd -78.7 ppm due to Fe-C(O)CF3 •
diSilppu r on ildding AgBFt. but iI new signal t entativelyassi, ncd to a pcrlluorol cyl
compound. ilppurs at -78.6 ppm. The IR spec trum of this new compound shows
COL> (' .'J







I/ co (' .J )
A, - Fe - COCr J(,, / 1
I
[17J
st retches at 1230. 11110 ,lAd 1120 em '" . u d iln acyl stretch at 1620 em-I con-
strong C-F co
I/ co
As - Fe --COCFJ(../1
I
[17J
firming that t he C{O)CFs , roup is still intact . Add,ng 1- restores t he originill
Fe-C(O)CF3 pu b (d. Eq. 4.2 and 4.3). 28 may hilYethe VilQ nt site filled
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either by BF; (17, 30, 80. 92, 158, 159, 160, 164) or the solvent CH2CI 2 (70).
The 19F NMR spect ra are shown in Fig. 4.7. T herefore the extr usion react ion
Fe-C(O )CF3 to Fe.CF3 dots 0Q1 take place suggestir.g, by th e principle of micro-
scopic reversibility, that t he insert ion reaction, F~CF3 to Fe-(CO)CF3 does not
occur dod tha t Fe.CF3 is 11.2l an intermediat e leading to Fe·qO)CF3 •
The perfluoroalkyl compo und 21 does not react with CO under the conditions
of Eq. 4.1 (Experiment 15). These results are in agreement with Experiment 14
a nd confirm t hat Fe-CF3 does not carhonyfate to Fe-C(O)CF3 and cannot be an
inte rmediate.
4. 4 Discussion
The concentra tion 'IS . time curves obtained by F19 NMR for Eq. 4.1 show several
charac teristic fea tures as shown in the st acked plot in Fig. 4.8.
1. The Fe-CF3 and CF3 H peaks rapidly att ain a const ant limiting concent ratio n.
2. Th e CF3 H peaks are related to bot h Fe-CF3 and the observed inte rmediate .
Build up of the inte rmediate occurs only aft er (Fe-CF31and (CF3H] att ain
their limit ing values.
3. Th e intermediate and Fe-C(O)CF3 peaks are related. Perfluoroacyl forma-




Pigure 4.7: 75 MHz ItF NMRSpearto of t he Relict ion of
Fe(COh(d ius) (C{O)CF)1 with ASBF. and Bu.NIin CDJCI2
Temperature r: 20 · C; to = 2 Isomersof Fe C(O)eF, :
b = dter , ddinl A,BF. ; c =after addinl Bu.NI; th emical shifts are in ppm
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The (OI'mation of both Fe-C(O)CFJ and Fe-CFa compounds raises the question
of whether Fe-CF3 is an intermediate le~ding 10 "Fe-CCO)CF3. In all the concen-
tration vs. t ime plots. [Fe·eFa) reaches a plllteau, indicating t hat it is eithe r not
consumed in a subsequent step l>f t hat it i:: in a fast equilibrium as shown in Eq.
4 .4. Experiment 14 which tested the feJSibilityof the reverse of migratory insertion
and experiment 15 whichattempted to induce insert ion in Fe-CFJ bond indicate
that Fe-eF3 is not an interme diate leading to Fe-C(O) CFJ . The equilibrium in Eq.
4.4 is unlikely since the perfluoroalkyl concentration is unaffected bYlhe addition
of CO(experiment 12).
Fe(COh(diars) + eFal - Fe(COh(d iars)(CF3)1+ CO (4.4)
T hese results are consistent with the formatio n of Fe-C(O)CF3 and Fe-CF3 in two
parallel rea ctions where the perfluoroalkyl is formed very rapidly compared to the
perfluoroa cyl [ef. Eq. 4.5).
<
f e(CO)2(dIOr, HC(O)Cf J )1 (4 ·50)
FII! (CO)J(dior,) ... Cf JI










Several t rends became apparent on considering the molar ratio of CF31 to
Fe(COh(diars) for each ofthe above kinetic runs, When t he ratio is 25:1 or more,
the rat e of Eq. 4.5b dominates and Fe-CF3 is tile major produ ct . When the rat io is
5:1 or less, t he rat e of Eq. 4.53 domina tes and Fe-C(O )CFJ is the major produ ct .
Interm edia' '! :at ios form bot h Fe.C(O )CF3 and Fe-CF3. Reliable quant itat ive data
could not be obt ained and only qual itat ive estima tes could be made . Th us ill high
concentra t ion of CFJ with respr .:t to Fe(COh(diars) f.1vour~ Fe-CF3 while a lower
concentrat ion favours Fe-C(O)CF3 •
The react ion mechanism leading to Fe-C(O)CF3 appears 10 be non-radical.
Experiments 9 to 11 show that galvinollyl dots not retard the format ion of Fe-
C(O)CF3 • the intermediate or the CF3H . Th e galvinoxyl experiments also show
t hat CF3- does not originate from frel! radical rea('·;ons. which is in agreem ent
with the conclusions of Experiment 13 where the intermediate has been shown to




The react ion mechanism luding to Fe· CFa is free radical in natur e. This conclusion
is arrived at from th e following four experimental observations. Firstly. t ipping of
the NMR t ube for homogenizing the solution did not yield consistent results while
stirring wit h a platin um st irrer .d . A 1:3 molar ratio of react ants generally formed
Fe-C(O)CFa as a major prod uct; tipping of th e tube formed Fe·CFa as th e major
product consist ent ly. Tipp ing of th e NMR tub e cause s warm ing of the solut ion
and it is possible that th is initiate s free radical react ions. Secondly, Fe· CFa is
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favoured by increased concent rat ion of (Fal (ct. Table 4.2) which is known to
participate in man y free radical react ions 1102, 156). Th irdly. in all th e kinelic
eKper;menh, formation of Fe·qO)CFa conti nues even after Fe-CF3 peak rises
rapidly to a plat eau. Thu s one or more of the reacta nts Il'lilding to Fe-CF3 are
depleted, but the continued formationof Fe-C(O)CFa Jemands the presence of
Fe(COh{diars) and (F a!' Hence we can only conclude that the formation of Fe-
( Fa ceases when adventitie us fildicals are depleted from the solution. This is
confirmed by th e observation in experiments 10 and 11 where galvinoxyl inhibits
the rate of formation of Fe·CF3•
We conclude that Fe(COh( diars) reacts with ( Fal at ·90~C throug h two par-
allel rou te s: a radical reac tion forming Fe-CF3 and a no n-radical react ion fOfming
Fe· q O )C F3 . Th is is in agreem ent with the recent obse rvatio n t hat mono and
di sub stit ut ed derivat ives of iron penta carbonyl react wit h alkyl halides and poly
halides thr ough both radic al and molecular pat hs (18]. Also, stud ies on t he oJlida-
t ive addit ion of alkyl halides to Ir(l) complex indicat e t he exist ence of two different
mecha nistic patterns, a rad ical pat h and a non-radical path . Reactio ns of satu -
rat ed alkyl hajides (exce pt meth yl), and vinyl and aryl halides, alpha halo esters
show cha racterist ics consistent with radical c hain pat hway wh ile t hose of meth yl,
benzyl a nd allyl halides, and alpha halo ethers follow .. non-radical pat h [115J.
A similar mec ha nist ic duality has been observed for Pt (O) co m plexes (1111. The
reac t ion of Fe(COh(d iars ) with CF31 is int erest ing since both th e m echanisms are
seen to operate in t he same syste m, wit h t he same perlluoroalkyl halide.
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4.4.1 Mechanism of CO "Inser tion" in Fe·CFa bond
Fe(COM l , ) reacts ~:'h CH31.e give the carbonylinserted product Fe{COh( diars)
(C(O)CH3 )1via an ionic intermediat e (18,95}(d . Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8).
Fl':(COM L, ) . l- CH"I - - _[F e(COML,)CH 3]+I - (4.7)
IF,(COh(L,jCIf,!+ t :---IF,(COj,(L,)(C(OI C If, III (4.8)
However, th e polarity of CF31 is rev ersed compared with CH31 due to th e three
strong elect ronegative fluorine a lom.~ [131 . Assuming t he reaction is ch arge con-





Ionic intermediat es as shown in Eqs. 4.7 and 4 .8 are als o forme d when
Fe(COh L, compounds are t reated with halogens[35, 140J(cf. Eq. 4.9) .
CF31 is report ed to behave like a pseudo- i. a! c ~en2 167, 87, 110 , 116, 122] and
hence a similar ;<')nic inte rme diate is not unlikely in the react ion of Fe(CO h(diars )
' CF3) mimick. h in ita reectlon .. ith t he neutral met al carbonyl Fe(CO).. 12 r" acta with
Fe(COh forming Fe«(:0 hI 2. Simihuly , CF 3' .eactA with Fe(CO )&formi Dg Fe(CO).,t::F:I .
However, CF31 dOl!ll not ahow 11.11the cbll.rll.cteriatia of a paeudohalogen . Though it {orma
th e acid CF3 H, CF; ion i, highly reactive and cannot remain .. a free ion in solu t ion. The
dimer, C2 F. , ia a 8M at room temperat ure alld unreactive unde r ordina ry cond i tion~
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The mecholl ni5fflof oxidJtive Iddition of illk)'1 halides to met,l c.1I fbonyls is usulily
associolted with a nudeopt ,jIK atta ck of .an electron-rich t' olInsition met. 1on the
.lIlkylsro up. However, in t he ru ct ion of Mn(eO), with 2·bI'omo-su bsti tuted acyl
h.JI ~des . a direct Ittlck of t he met.lll center on Bf is repor1~ 1127). The fusibility
of such a hillogen absu.ction ruction has been uptore d t heoret ici lly by Hartree-
Fock-Slat er calculat ions I fld is found to be energeticolI Uy f.!IlIou r"b le with a reaction

















The refort . the first step in the re..et :On of F~COh(d i.lrs} with CF,I mil)' occur
vii nucleophilic iltti.:k of Fe on th e iodine .1Itom is in Eq. " .11. T he resulting
prodliCl. presum.JIbly formed as a t ight ion pair. is cons istent with the results of
~perim ent 13 whidl suggests th at the inte rmediate is a sou rce of CFi" ions.
(4.11)
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CF; is reported to have iI high affinity (or proton s fl4 , 19, 83, 132]. The
int ermediate is t herefore rapidly quenched Qyavailable proton sources forming
CF, H. As the concentr at ion of proton donors is deplet ed, t he CF3 H concentration
reach es a plateau and th e concentra t ion of the intetrned iaterises.
The intermediate affords the cis.cis 17 and t he cis,t rans 16 isomers of Fe-
C(O)CF3 in the kinetically determined ratio of 2:1 respectively (d. Fig. 4.9).
Assumption of intermolecular nucleophilic addition accounts for the observed rat io
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Figure 4.9: The Two Isomers of Fe-C(O)CF,
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ThE' CF; ion could att ack anyone of the t hree coordinate d elect ron-poor ca rbonyl
group s instead of t he iron cent re of 32, th us forming the perfluoroacyl group.
The stat istical dist ributio n of t he cis.cis and cis,tr ans isomers would t hen be in
the ratio of 2:1 respect ively. Only one of the two possible cis.cis iso:ners can
form via th is mechanism, 17 and not 18 . Accordingly, in the prepa rative results
(Chapter 2), it was seen that 1'1 is formed as the major product with 18 only
as a minor product . The geo metry of 17 was confirmed by cfyst allography thus
providing str ong sup port for th e mechanism of Fig. 4.10. There is exte nsive
preced ence for nucleo philic attack on coo rdinate d carbonyl groups 1:12, 65. 101.
103). 1- in nitrometh ane or ace to ne solven ts, att acks t he coo rdinate d carbonyl of
(Fe(CO),(di enyl))+, (dienyl = (lIH? (7Ha) forming the acyl iodide complex (cf.
Eq. 4.12) (101).
[F,( COj,( d'ony'W +r~[F,(CO),(d' ,nyl)( C(O)I)1 (4.12)
Semi-empirical mclecula r orblta l calculat ions on Group VI octa hedra l, hexacarbonyl
comple xes favouTnucleophilic attack of halide ion (X-) on a coordinated CO ligand
formi ng the acyl halide comp lex (60) (d . Eq. 4.13) .
(4.13)
Alkoxy carbonyl complexes are prepared by nucleophilic additio n of alkoxide to it
co-o rdinated (0 ligand (d . Eq . 4.14) . Several catio nic complexes of Fe, Ru. Os,
Mo. Re, Co, Ir and Rh are known to react in th is manner. Othe r co mp lexes which
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A positive charge on the metal com plex. a co-ordinat ive unsaturat ion and a
reactive nuctecphileappear to be keyfactors in th ese react ions 152, 611. Allthese
facto rs appear to be sa tisfied in th e proposed inter mediate . 32, whic h leads t o the
Fe-C( O)CF3 compound. Thus , t he mec han ismof carbonyl insert ion in M·CFa can
be summarized as follows:
~




[f e(CO)J (diors)lfCf 3- (4 .15)
["J
fe( CO)2 (diors)(C(O)Cf J )I (4 .16)
4.4 .2 Mechanism of Oxidative Addit ion ofCF31to Fe (CO h
(d iars )
Evidenc e from t he concent rat io n vs. t ime experiments s uggests t ha t Fe-CF 3 is
formed bya nonchain, freeradical reaction . Fe-CF3 format ion ceases eventh ough
both CF31 and Fe(COh(diars) are present. This observat ion is in accord with a
non-chain, radical mechanism. Nonchain free radicaloxidativeaddition isreported
forthe reaction of certain alkyl h..lides RX to Pt(PPh3h( R = methyl, ethyl. X=I;
R= PhCH2• X=Br) 1112.118, 119. 120J The reactionof Fe(COh(AsPh3h with
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co.. was found to sive Fe( CO),CAs Ph3h C", vQ a free r;ldietll mec hanism [18).
Simibr m echanis ms have b een proposed fo r the reac tion of Fl!(COh l , (l = P P h3 •
AsPh3,P(CH3) Ph, . P{N(C H3hh. P(OPhh. or I t = Pb,PC H,CH,P P h1 (dppe) or
P h, PCH, PPh, (d ppm» with I, . Bahr e t al. suggest that 17 electron and 19
electron species a re involve d which are know n to func t ion as react ive int ermed ia tes
in many reactions (4. 10, 11 , 163) in cluding c.1talytic cy(~S [9. 69, 150 , 1611. C FJI
behaves like J pseud ohalogen Ind t he syste m studied above is similar to t he syst em
c f this s t udy, Henc e I simi lar mechan ism is !Jossible . A more detailed mechanism
could no t be arrived at for th is particu lar sys tem, how ever, a s uggest io n consiste nt
w ith the qUililat ive result s obtaine d is present ed in Eqs. 4.17 to 4.24 .
The ind ustrial preparation of perflu oroa lkyt iodid es is repo rted to involve fr ee
ra din !s [131. Pyro lysis of a n anhyd ro us mixt ure of ~Iver triflu rGOl<etat~ and exc ns
iod ine pro duces C F.)I vi,) fo rmation of acyl hypohalid es (d . Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26).
He nce, adv entit io u s free ra dials in CF.)I ar~ ~y to be preH nt and would serve
t o initia t e the free radical read ioR. Anot he r poten tial source of fre e radicals i5
a dventit iou s oxy&en wllich co uld initiate th e free radical reu. tion to for m CFi a nd
I ' . The so lvent , however. can not be the so urce of f ree radicals since t he rad ia l
rea ction occu rs eve n in t he absence of1h~ solvent (d. Table 2.2). T he proposed
m echanism uplain s the a brupt leve lling of Fe-CF3 conce ntration. As t h ~ t- and
CF3' concentrat ions are depleted f rom the solution , the path to Fe-CF.) .Ids.
For mation of the di-iodo sid e product is cons istent w it h I rad ical mechanism and
is explained by Eqs. 4.20 t o 4.22.
IOJ
FORMATION OF THEPERFLUORQALKYL PRODUCT
Fe(COhL~ + CF;.-- - - _(F e(COh L,(CF3 )]o ("'7)
IF,(COj, L,(CF, )]' + I'---- - IF, (CO),L,(CF,W +1- (4.18)
[F ,(CO),L,(CF,W +r-- - - - F, (CO),L,(CF,)/ +CO ("'9)
FORMATION OFTH E D1·IQDIDE PRODUCT
IF,(CO)· L, /)' +1'----- IF' (COj, L,Jj+ + r
IF, (CO),L, /J+ +1 ---- _ F, (CO),L, I , +CO




IF , (COj,L, (CF, ))' + I '- ---_[F , (CO),L,(CF, )]·+CO (4,23)




CFJC0 2Ag +12--~CF, C0 2 [ + Ag/ (4.2 5)
CF3C02I-~r +C F,C02- CO'l +CFj
(4.26 )
A kinetic.obse rvation which remains unaccou nted for is th e CF3H concent ra t ion
vs. time profile, which appe.us to parallel that of Fe-CF3 • This could mean t hat
the free radical reaction is the source of either CF3- or H+ ions. Experiments
10, 11 ilnd 13 suggest that the formation of CF; leading t o CF,H is non-radical
in na t ure. Hence the other op tiun, t ha t the free fadicJlI ru ct ion is the so urce
of H+ ions se ems more reasonable . In the reaction under study, the only sourc e
of pro tons is the methyl Of phen yl groups of t he dial'1 ligand. Since t here is no
precedent for acidic protonsin t hediarsligand, the source of protons in the reaction
ilnd t he above kinetic ob servation remains unresolved . It may be from adventitious
moistu re prese nt in the system.
Th e rate of free radical oxidative a ddition reactions is proportiona l to the
st3bility of the R radical in alkyl iodides a nd it decreases according to t he se ries:
tertiary > seco ndary > primary > methyl (611. A similar t rend has been observed
for t he perfluor...dlkyl iodides. The ultravi olet spectra of perlluoroalkyl iodides
in lig ht petroleum were shown to lie at longer wavelengt hs with increasing size
of the R, gro up. This was int erpreted as indicating a decrease in carbon-iodi ne
bond dissociat ion energy caused by an inc rease in t he stabili ty of the free rad ical
Ri ' T h! refore the st ability of the R[ ra dical decreas es according to the series
tert ia ry> secondary > primilry > perfluo romet hyl [891. Also, Brace (311carried
out com petitive experiments to demonstrate the abo ve tre nd and inte rpreted t he
results in terms of the dissociation energy of RJ I. t he s t ability of Ri. and t he
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stability of t he radical ad ducts in th e additio n react ion of RJl to olefins. Simila rly,
in the addition reactions of R, I to ethylene or propargyl alcohol, an increase in the
resonance energy of RJ with increasing size of the R.J group has been suggest ed
as the rea son for the great er reactivity of C3F,I over CF31 (145]. Thus, with
the higher analogues of CF31(C, Fs1.n·C3 F, I, n·C6F131.and n·C, Ful as well as
CF3CH, I) th e exte nt of th e free radical reacti on sho uld be much larger owing to
thei, greater stability. A similarobservation has been made in a d8 If(l) complex.
The higher analogues of methyl iodide undergo free radicaloxidativeaddition while
meth yl iodide follows a non-radical SN2 path (115]. This suggests th at the fr ee
radical reaction of the higher analogues of CF31in dB Fe(O) and CH31in d8 Ir(!)
is due to the greater stability of the alkylj perfluoroalkyl radicals. Therefore, in
the react ion of Fe(COMd iars) with R, I (RJ == higher analogues of CF;lI), the
mechanism leading to Fe-C(O)CF;l is dominated by the radiu l path and hence
only the perlluoroalkyl compounds are formed.
4.5 Conclusion
Fe(COh(diars ) appears to react with CF;l1at ·90 "C via two parallel pathways:
radicaland molecular. The radicalpath leads to the oxidative addition product of
Fe(COh(diars)(CF3)1 while the molecularpath leads to Fe(COh(diars)(C(O)CF3 )1
through an ionic intermediate (Fe(COlJ(di:ns)I)+ CF3', which subsequently under-
goes inte rmolecular insertion, also knownas nucleophilic addition. The results are
consistent with t he prevalent theoreticaland preparative resultswhich suggest th at
the observed perlluoroacylcompounds OJre!!21 the result of intramolecularinsertion.
For the higher analogues of CF31 namely C;lF51,n-C3 Frl, n.( ,F I31 and n-CrF 151
as well as CF3C H21, the free radicalpath dominates, resulting in simpleoxidative
addition.
Table 4.4: Concentration vs.Time Data for Experiment I
[CF3 1} = a ;;; 1.28 mol{l
.(Fe(COh{diars)] = b=:.03 x 10- 2 mol/L
Ratioa:b ;;; 25:1
Temperat ure : _90 °C
Time RawData NormalisedData
(0) I Fe-CF:) C , H e-CF3 CF3 H
10. 0.200 0.020 2.857 0.286
100. 0.300 0.030 4.286 0.429
200. 0.300 0.050 4.286 0.714
300. 0.300 0.070 4.286 1.000
400. 0.300 0.090 4.286 1.286
500. 0.300 0.090 4.286 1.286
~?O. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
700. 0.300 0.100 4.2(..) 1.429
800. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
900. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.4.~9
1000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
1200. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
1400. 0.300 O.JuO 4.286 1.429
1600. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
1800. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
2000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
2500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
3000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
3500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
4000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
4500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
5000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
5500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
6000. e.aeo 0.100 4.286 1.429
6500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
7000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
7500. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
8000. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
100ao. 0.300 0.100 4.286 1.429
























Table 4,5: Concentration vs.Time Data (or Experiment II
ICF31j =a = 0.893 moi/L
.[Fe(COM d iars)] = b = 7,65 X 10- 2 mol/ l
Ratie arb = 12:1
Temperature : ·90 QC
108
Time Raw Data NormalisedData
(,) Fe- F3 F, H Fe-C(O CF3 Interm. Fe-CF3 CF3H Fe-C 0 CF3 Int erm.
100. 0.800 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.727 0.273 0.000 0.000
200. 0.850 0.350 0.000 0.000 0.773 0.318 0.000 0 .000
300. 0.900 Q.400 0.000 0.000 0.818 0.364 0.000 0.000
400. 0.900 0.450 0.000 0.000 0.818 0.409 0.000 0.000
500. 0,950 0.500 0,000 0.000 0.864 0.455 0.000 0.000
600. 0.950 0.500 0.000 0.080 0.864 0.455 0.000 0. 073
700 . 0.950 0.500 O.(H)O 0.100 0.864 0.455 0.000 0 .091
800. 0.950 0.500 0.000 0.170 0.864 0.455 0.000 0 .155
900. 0.950 0.500 0.000 0.190 0.864 0.455 0.0 00 0. 173
1000. 0.950 0.500 0.030 0.200 0.864 0.455 0.027 0 .182
1200. 0.950 0.500 0.050 0.250 0.864 0.455 0.045 0.227
1400. 0.950 0.500 0.100 0.250 0.864 0.455 0.091 0. 227
1600. 0.950 0.500 0.150 0.280 0.864 0.455 0.136 0 .255
1800. 0.950 0.500 0.170 0.250 0.864 0.455 0.155 0.227
2000. 0.950 0.500 0.200 0.230 0.864 1.455 0.182 0 .209
2500. 0.950 0.500 0.230 0.190 0.864 0.455 0.209 0.173
3000. 0.950 0.500 0.300 0.13u 0.864 0.455 0.273 0 .118
3500. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.100 0.816 0.455 0.273 0.091
4000. 0.900 0.500 0.300 Il 070 0.818 0.455 0.273 0 .064
4500. 11.'100 0.500 0.300 0.050 0.816 0.455 0.273 0.045
5000. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.050 0.818 0.455 0.273 0.045
5500. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 0.000
6000. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 0 .000
6500. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 O.OUO
7000. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 0 .000
7500. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 0.000
8000. 0.900 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.818 0.455 0.273 0.000
9000. 0.650 0.500 0.300 0.000 0.773 0.455 0.273 0. 000
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Figure 4.12: Concent rat ion VlI . Time Graph for Experiment II T"mp: -90 (;
CFJI : Fe{CO)3(diol'll) _ 12 : 1
g
Table 4.6: Cone nt rat lon vs,Time Data for Expertment III
reF:!I] =a = 0.893 mol/ L
.(Fe(CO)a(diars)} = b = 14.65 X 10-2 mol/l
Ratio a :b = 6:1
Temperatu re : -90 "(
110
Time Raw Data Normalised Data
(, Fe- Fa F,H F.- )CFa lnterm . Fe-CFa F,H F.- F, Interm .
10. l.20D 0.200 0.000 0.000 1.714 0.286 0.000 0.000
100. 1.200 0.200 0.000 0.100 1.714 0.286 0.000 0.143
200. 1.200 0.200 0.000 0.200 1.714 0.286 0.000 0.286
300. 1.200 0.200 0.000 0.300 1.714 0.286 0.000 0.429
400 . 1.200 0.200 0.010 0.350 1.714 0.286 0.014 0.500
500. 1.200 0.200 0.030 0.400 1.714 0.286 0.043 0.571
600. 1.200 0.200 0.050 0.490 1.714 0.286 0.071 0.700
700. 1.200 0.200 G.07D 0.540 1.714 0.286 0.100 0.771
800. 1.200 0.200 0 .090 0.560 1.114 0.286 0.129 0.800
900. 1.200 0.200 0.100 0.580 1.714 0 .286 0.143 0.829
1000. 1.200 0.200 0.100 0.680 1.714 0.286 0.143 0.971
1200. 1.200 0.200 0.100 0.700 1.714 0.286 0.143 1.000
1400. 1.200 0.200 0.130 0.750 1.714 0.286 0.186 1.071
1600. 1.200 0.200 0.180 0.750 1.714 0.286 0.257 1.071
1800. 1.200 0.200 0.200 0.810 1 714 0.286 0.286 1.157
2000. 1.200 0.200 0.230 0.730 1.a4 0.286 0.329 1.043
2500. 1.200 0.200 0.300 0.680 1.7'4 0.286 0.429 0.971
3000. 1.200 0.200 0.300 0.650 1.714 0.286 0.429 0.929
3500. 1.200 0.200 0.350 0.600 1.714 0.286 0.500 0.857
4000. 1.200 0.200 0.400 0.500 1.714 0.286 0.571 0.714
4500. 1.200 0.200 0.450 O.45G 1.714 0.286 0.643 0.643
5000. 1.200 0.200 0.500 0.400 1.714 0.286 0.714 0.571
5500. 1.200 0.200 0.550 0.350 1.714 0.286 0.786 0.500
6000. 1.200 0.200 0.600 0.300 1.714 0.286 0.857 0.429
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Ta ble 4.7: Concent ra tion ve.Ti me Data for Experi ment IV
ICF3 11 = it = 0.893 mo ljl
.{Fe(COMdiars)) = b = 28.17 X 10- 2 motjL
Ratio a:b = 3:1
Temperat ure : -60 "(
T ime Raw Data • • f Norm alised Dat a
(. ) Acyl I Acyl II Interm. Acyl I Acyl II Int erm.
10. 0.300 0.200 0.400 9.400 0.032 0.021 0.043
100. 0.900 0.600 0.500 12.700 0.071 0.047 0.039
200. 2.200 1.300 0.600 11.400 0.193 0.114 0.053
300 . 2.450 1.600 0.600 12.700 0.193 0.126 0.047
400 . 3.800 2.320 0.600 13.700 0 .277 0.169 0 .044
500. 5.400 3.300 0.600 14.400 0.375 0.229 0.042
600. 5.400 3.600 0.600 14.300 0.378 0 .252 0 .042
700. 6.200 4.000 0.550 15.000 0.413 0.257 0.037
800 . 8.900 5.800 0 .500 15.300 0.582 0.379 0.033
900. 10.400 6.800 0.250 11).700 0.662 0.433 0.016
1000. 10.400 7.200 0.200 15.500 0.671 0.465 0.013
1200. 11.200 8.100 0.180 15.900 0.704 0.509 0.011
1400. 12.000 8.600 0.150 16.400 0.732 0.524 0 .009
1600. 13.000 9.200 0.120 16.300 0.798 0.564 0.007
1800. 14.400 9.400 O.LOO 16.600 0.867 0.566 0.006
2000. 15.600 9.800 0.080 16.500 0.945 0.594 ,0.005
2500. 18.400 9.700 0.080 17.300 ...064 0.561 0.005
3000. 18.400 9.600 0.080 17.200 1.070 0.558 0.005
3500. 20.000 9.680 0.080 17.300 1.156 0.560 0.005
4000. 20.400 10.400 0,080 17.300 1.179 0.601 0.005
4500. 22.000 10.000 0.080 17.400 1.264 0.575 0.005
5000 . 23.200 10.400 0.080 17.400 1.333 0.598 0.005
5500 . 22.400 10.400 0.080 17.300 1.295 0.601 0.005
6000. 23.600 11.200 0.080 17.900 1.318 0.626 0.004
6500. 24.400 10.800 0.080 18.000 1.356 0.600 0.004
7000. 25.200 10.800 0.080 17.800 1.416 0.607 0.004
7500. 25.600 10.800 0.080 17.800 1.438 0.607 0.004
8000. 25.600 10.800 0.080 18.100 1.414 0.597 0.004
10000. 25.600 11.200 0.080 18.200 1.407 0.615 0.004
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Figure 4.14: Concentrat ion VI . Ti me Graph for Experiment IV
Temp: -90e
CF3I : Fe(CO)3(dlars) - 3 : t
=
Ta ble 4.8: Concent rat ion V5. Time Data for Experiment V
rCF:! I] = a = 1.79 molfL
.(Fe(COh(diars)J =b = 8.22 X 10- 2 mol/L
Ratio a:b = 22:1
Temperature : ·90° C
Ti~~ Raw Data NormalisedDataFe·CF:! 3 F,- a ,
10. 0.400 0.050 1.333 0.167
100. 0.400 0.060 1.333 0.200
200. 0.400 0.060 1.333 0.200
300. 0.400 0.060 1.333 0.200
400. 0.400 0.080 1.333 0.267
500. 0.400 0.080 1.333 0.267
600. 0.400 0.080 1.333 0.267
700. 00400 0.090 1.333 0.300
800. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
900. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
1000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
1200. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
1400. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
1600. 0,400 0.100 1.333 0.333
1800. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
2000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
2500. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
3000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
3500. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
4000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
4500. 0.400 0.100 :".333 0.333
5000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
5500. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
6000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
6500. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
7000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
7500. 0.400 0.100 J .333 0.333
8000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
9000. 0.400 0.100 1.333 0.333
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Table 4.9: Concen tration vs Time Dat a for Experiment VI
[eF :!I] = il = 0.446 molj l
.(Fe( COh( diars)] = b = 8.17 ;( 10- 1 molj L
Ratio a:b = 6:1
Temperat ure : _90 0 (
116
Time Raw Dat a Normal ised Data
(,) Fe·CF3 F, ,. , nterm. , F~ F, OF, H Fe-C( O F, Inte rm.
10. 0.030 0.110 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.275 0.000 0.000
100. 0.060 0.130 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.325 0.000 0.000
200. 0.080 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.200 0.375 0.000 0.000
300. 0.090 0.170 0.000 0.000 0.225 0.425 0.000 0.000
400 . 0.100 0.190 0.000 0.000 0.250 0,475 0.000 0.000
500. 0.110 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.275 0.500 0.000 0.000
600. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.500 0.000 .~700. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000
800. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000
900 . 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.0 00 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000
1000. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.000
1400. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.050 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.125
1600. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.060 0.300 0.500 O.OCD 0.150
1800. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.080 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.200
2000. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.100 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.250
2500. 0.120 0.200 0.000 0.130 0.300 0.500 0.000 0.325
3000. 0.120 0.200 0.020 0.190 0.300 0.500 0.050 0,475
3500. 0.120 0.200 0.020 0.200 0.300 0.500 0.050 0.500
4000. 0.120 0.200 0.040 0.210 0.300 0.500 0.100 0.525
4500. 0.120 0.200 0.060 0.230 0.300 0.500 0.150 0.575
5000. 0.120 0.200 0.080 0.240 0.300 0.500 0.200 0.600
5500. 0.120 0.20" 0.100 0.240 0.300 0.500 0.250 0.600
6000. 0.120 0.200 0.110 0.240 0.300 0.500 0.275 0.600
6500. 0.120 0.200 0.140 0.230 0.300 0.500 0.350 0.575
7000. 0.120 0.200 0.160 0.230 0.300 0.500 0.400 0.575
7500. 0.120 0.200 0.200 0.230 0.300 0.500 0.500 0.575
8000. 0.120 0.200 0.230 0.210 0.300 0.500 0.575 0.525
10000. 0.120 0.200 0.250 0.200 0.300 0.500 0.625 0.500

























Table 4.10: Concentration vs Time Data for Experiment VII
ICF;Jlj = a = 0.268 mol/ l
.(Fe(COh(dia rs)] = b = 9.91 X 10- 2 molJl
Ratio a:b = 3:1
Temperature : -90 PC
118
Time Raw Data Normalised Data
(,) Fe-CF3 CF,H Fe-C(OjCF3 Interm . Fe-CF3 F,H F.- a lnterm .
10. 0.180 0.080 0.000 0.000 2.571 1.143 0.000 0.000
100. 0.200 0.080 0.000 0.000 2.857 1.143 0.000 0.000
200. 0.200 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.857 1.429 0.000 0.000
300. 0.200 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.857 1.429 0.000 0.000
400. 0 .230 0.100 0.000 0.000 3.286 1.429 0.000 0.000
50U. 0.230 0.100 0.000 0.000 3.286 1.429 0.000 0.000
600. 0.250 0.100 0.000 0.000 3.571 1.429 0.000 0.000
700 . 0.280 0.130 0.000 0.000 4.000 1.857 0.000 0.000
800. 0.290 0.130 l..vOO 0.000 4.143 1.857 0.000 0.000
900. 0.290 0.150 0.000 0.000 4.143 2.143 0.000 0.000
1000. 0.300 0.150 0.000 0.000 4.286 2.143 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.300 0.150 0.000 0.010 4.286 2.143 0.000 0.143
1400. 0.300 0.150 0.000 0.050 4.286 2.143 0.000 0.714
1600 . 0.300 0.150 0.000 0.100 4 .286 2.143 0.000 1.429
1800 . 0.300 0.150 0000 0.120 4.286 2.143 0.000 1.714
2000 . 0 .300 0.180 o.oco 0.140 4 .286 2.571 0.000 2.000
2500 . 0 .300 0.200 0.000 0.200 4.286 2.857 0.000 2.857
3000. 0 .300 0.200 0.000 0.240 4 .286 2. 857 0.000 3.429
3500. 0.300 0.200 0.000 0.25(1 4.286 2.857 0.000 3.571
4000 . 0.300 0.200 0.000 0.300 4 .286 2.857 0.000 4.286
4500 . 0 .300 0.200 0.030 0.300 4 .286 2.857 0.429 4.286
5000 . 0.300 0.200 0.050 0.320 4 .286 2.857 0.714 4.571
5500 . 0 .300 0.200 0.070 0.330 4.286 2.857 1.000 4.714
6000 . 0 .300 0.200 0.090 0.380 4.286 2. 857 1.286 5.429
6500 . 0. 300 0.200 0.110 0.330 4. 286 2. 857 1.571 4.714
7000 . 0.300 0.200 0.130 0.330 4.286 2.857 1.857 4.714
7500 . 0 .300 0.200 0.190 0.310 4.286 2.857 2.714 4.429
800 0. 0.300 0.200 0.200 0.300 4.286 2.857 2.857 4.286
10000. 0.300 0.200 0.230 0.290 4.286 2.857 3.286 4.143
12000 . 0 .300 0.200 0.400 0.250 4.286 2.857 5.714 3.571
11~
Table 4.11: Concentr ation vs.Time Data for Experiment VIII
fCF3 1J = ;I = 0.179 mol/L
.(Fe(CO)a{diars)) =b = 9.77 X 10- 2 mol/L
Ratio a :b = 2:1
Temperat ure : -90 °C
120
Time Raw Data Norm alised D ote
(, ) Fe- FJ CF3 H Fe-( O)l.F 3 Interm . Fe- FJ
"
Fe-C 0 CF3 Interm .
10. 0.100 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.333 0.167 0 .000 0 .000
100. 0.150 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.167 0.000 0 .000
200 . 0.200 0.080 0.000 0.000 0.667 0.267 0 .000 0.0 00
300. 0.25 0 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.833 0.333 0.000 0.000
400. 0.300 0.130 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.433 0.000 0.000
500. 0.350 0.150 0.000 0.000 1.167 0.500 0.000 0 .000
600. DADO 0.180 0.000 0.000 1.333 0.600 0.000 0.000
700. 0.400 0.200 0.000 0.000 1.333 0.667 0.000 0.0 00
BOO . 0.400 0.250 0.000 0.000 1.333 0.833 0.000 0 .000
900. 0.470 0.280 0.000 0.00 0 1.567 0.933 0 .000 0.000
1000 . 0 .500 0.300 0.000 0.000 1.667 1.000 0 .000 0.000
1200 . 0 .550 0.300 0.000 0 .000 1.833 1.000 0.000 0.000
1400 . 0.600 0.300 0.000 0.(100 2.00 0 1.000 0 .000 0 .000
1600. 0.600 0.360 0.000 0.000 2.000 1.200 0 .000 0.000
1800 . 0 .650 0.380 0.000 0.000 2.167 1.267 0 .00 r: 0.000
2000. 0 .680 0.400 0.000 0.000 2.267 1.333 0.000 0.000
2500. 0.700 0.4 50 0.000 0.000 2.333 1.500 0. 000 0.000
3000 . 0 .750 0.500 0 .000 0.100 2.500 1.667 0 .000 0.333
3500. 0.800 0.500 0.000 0.300 2.667 1.667 0.000 1.000
4000 . 0.800 0.500 0.000 0.400 2.667 1.667 0 .000 1.3 31
4500 . 0.800 0.500 0.030 0.600 2.667 1.667 0 .100 2.000
5000. 0 .80 0 0.500 0.050 0.700 2.667 1.667 0 .167 2 .333
550 0 . 0 .800 0.500 0.080 0.800 2.667 ~ .667 0.267 2 .667
6000 . 0 .80 0 0.500 0.100 0.900 2.667 1.667 0 .333 3 .000
6500 . 0 .800 0.500 0.150 1.000 2.667 1.667 0 .500 3 .333
~~?O 0.50 0 0.200 1.000 2.667 1.667 0 .667 3.3337500 . 0.800 0.500 0.200 1.100 2.667 1.667 0. 667 3 .667
8000. O.BOO 0.500 0.260 1.15 0 2.667 1.667 0 .867 3.833
10000 . 0.800 0.500 0.350 1.200 2 .667 1.667 1.1 67 4 .000








lim e In Seconds
Figure 4.18: Concent rat ion V.!I. Time Grap h for Experiment V1I1
Temp: -90 C
CFJI : Fe(CO)3(d1cn) - 2 :: 1
Table ,1.12: Concentra tion vs,T ime Dat a for Experiment IX
[CFJII = a = 0.268 mol/l
.(Fe(COh(c1 ars)) = b = 9.58 X 10- 1 mol/L
Ratio a:b = 2.8:1
Temperature : -90 ·C
122
Time Raw Data Normalised Data
(,) Fe-CFa F,H F,- O)(F, Interm. Fe-CFa CFaH Fe-C ))L Fa Interm.
10. 0.200 0.010 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.100 0.000 0.000
100. 0.200 0.030 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.300 0.000 0.000
200 . 0.200 0.030 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.300 0.000 0.000
300. 0.200 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
400. 0.200 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.000 1.000 o.oao 0.000
500. 0.230 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.300 1.000 0.000 0.000
600. 0.250 O.l~O 0.000 0.000 2.500 1.000 0.000 0.000
700. 0.250 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.500 1.000 0.000 0.000
800. 0.250 0.100 0.000 0.000 2.500 1.000 :::~ ,~900. 0.270 0.150 0.000 0.000 2.700 1.500
1000. 0 .270 0.150 0.000 0.000 2.700 1.500 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.290 0.150 0.000 0.000 2.900 1.500 0.000 0.000
1400. 0.290 0.180 0.000 0.000 2.900 1.800 0.000 0.000
1600. 0.300 0.180 0.000 0.000 3.000 1.800 0.000 0.000
1800. 0.300 0.200 0.000 0.000 3.000 2.000 0.000 0.000
2000. 0.300 0.200 0.000 0.000 3.000 2.000 0.000 0.000
2500. 0.350 0.200 0.000 0.000 3.500 2.000 0.000 0.000
3000. 0.350 0.200 0.000 0.030 3.500 2.000 O.ODO 0.300
3500. 0.350 0.200 0.000 0.100 3.500 2.000 0.000 1.000
4000. 0.350 0.200 0.Q30 0.150 3.500 2.000 0.300 1.500
4500 . 0.400 0.200 0.050 0.180 4.000 2.000 0.500 1.800
5000. 0.400 0.200 0.070 0.200 4.000 2.000 0.700 2.000
5500. 0.400 0.200 0.090 0.250 4.000 2.000 0.900 2.500
6000. 0.400 0.200 0.090 0.300 4.000 2.000 0.900 3.000
~ 0.400 0.200 0.090 0.300 4.000 2.000 0.900 3.000~ 0.400 0.200 0.100 0.310 4.000 2.000 1.000 3.1007500. -0.400 0.200 0.140 0.330 4.000 2.000 1.400 3.300
8000. DADO 0.200 0 .160 0.380 4.000 2.000 1.600 3.800
10000. 0,400 0.200 0.170 0.340 4.000 2.000 1.700 3.400










































Tab le 4.13: Concentration vs. T ime Da ta for Experiment X
((Fal] = a = 0.268 mol/ l
.IFe(COh(d iars)] = b = 1.13 X 10- 1 mol/ l
Rat io a :b = 2.4:1
Ternperatu re : -90" (
124
Time Raw Data Normalised Data
(.J Fe-CFa F,H Fo- eF, lnterm. Fe-CFa CFaH Fe-C 0 F, Interm.
10. 0.000 0.100 0.00 0 0.000 0 .000 1.000 0.000 0.000
100. 0.000 0.100 0.0 00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
200. 0.000 0.100 0.00 0 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
300. 0.000 0.110 0 .000 0.000 0.000 1.100 0.000 0.000
400. 0.060 0.150 0.0 00 0.000 0.6 00 1.500 0.000 0.000
500. 0.060 0.190 0 .000 0.000 0 .600 1.9 00 0.000 0.000
600. O.OSO 0.200 0.00 0 0.000 0 .800 2. 000 0.000 0.000
700. 0.080 0.200 0.000 0.000 0. 800 2 .00 0 0.000 0.000
~~OSO 0.210 0.000 0.000 0.800 2 .10 0 0.000 0.000900. 0.080 0.230 0.000 0.000 0 .800 2 .300 0.000 0.000
1000. 0.080 0.250 0.0 00 0.000 0 .800 2 .5 00 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.090 0.290 0.000 0.000 0 .900 2 .900 0.000 0.000
1400. 0.100 0.300 0.00 0 0.030 1.0 00 3.000 0.000 0.300
1600. 0.110 0.300 0.000 0.050 1. 100 3 .000 0.000 0.500
1800. 0.110 0.300 0.000 0.100 1. 100 3.000 0.000 1.000
2000. 0.110 0.300 0.000 0.120 1. 100 3.000 0.000 1.200
2500. 0.110 0.300 0.000 0.250 1. 100 3.0 00 0.000 2.500
3000. 0.110 0.300 0.01 0 0.400 1.10 0 3.0 00 0.100 4.000
3500. 0.110 0.300 0.030 0.450 1.10 0 3.000 0.300 4.500
4000. 0.110 0.300 0.050 0.500 1. 100 3.00 0 0.500 5.000
4500. 0.110 0.300 0.10 0 0.550 1. 100 3.000 1.000 5.500
5000. 0.110 0.300 0. 100 0.600 1.1 00 3.00 0 1.000 6.000
5500. 0.110 0.300 0.100 0.650 1. 100 3.000 1.000 6.500
6000. 0.110 0.300 0.13 0 0.650 1.10 0 3.0 00 1.300 6.500
6500. 0.110 0.300 0.180 0.650 1. 100 3.000 1.800 6.500
7000. 0.110 0.300 0.200 0.650 1.100 3.000 2.000 6.500
7500. 0.110 0.300 0.2 50 0.650 1.100 3.000 2.500 6.500
8000. 0.110 0.300 0.300 0.650 1. 100 3.0 00 3.000 6.500
10000. 0.110 0.300 0.3 50 0.550 1. 100 3.000 3.500 5.500
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Table 4.14: Concentrat ion V$. Time Data for Exper iment XI
!CFJlj = a =0.268 molj l
.(Fe(COh( diars)] = b = 9.39 K 10- 2 molJl
Ratio a: b = 2.9:1
Temperatu re : -90 "(
126
Ti~e Raw Da ta Normalised Data
Fe-CF3 CF3 H F.. C F, lnterm. Fe-CF.'l CF.'l H Fe·C(O) F3 lnterm.
io. 0.030 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.250 0.000 0.000
100. 0.030 0.0 90 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.450 0.000 0.000
200. 0 .030 0.110 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.550 0.000 0.000
300. 0 .0 30 0.140 0.000 0,000 0.150 0.700 0.000 0 .000
400. 0.030 0.160 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.800 0.000 0.000
500. 0.050 0.190 0.000 0.000 0.250 0,950 0.000 0.000
600. 0.050 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.250 1.000 0.000 0.000
700. 0.050 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.250 1.000 0.000 0.000
800. 0.050 0.250 0.000 0.000 O.:lSO 1.250 a.DOO 0.000
900. 0.070 0.290 0.000 0.000 0.350 1.450 0.000 0.000
1000. 0.070 0 .300 0.000 0.000 0.350 1.500 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.070 0.350 0.000 0.000 0.350 1.750 0.000 0.000
1400 . 0.070 0.390 0.000 0.000 0.350 1.950 0 .00 0 0.000
1600. 0.070 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.350 2.000 0.000 0.000
1800 . 0 .070 0.430 0.000 0.000 0.350 2.150 0 .000 0.000
2000 . 0.070 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.350 2.500 0 .000 0.000
2500. 0 .070 0.550 0.000 0.000 0.350 2.750 0 .000 .~
3000. 0.070 0.600 0.000 0.000 0.350 3.000 0.000 0 000
3500. 0.070 0.680 0.000 0.000 0.350 3.400 0.000 0.000
4000. 0.070 0.730 0.000 0.000 0.350 3.650 C.OOO 0.000
4500. 0.070 0.760 0.000 0.000 0.350 3.800 0.000 0.000
5000. 0 .070 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.350 4.000 0.000 0.000
5500. 0.070 0.830 0.000 0.000 0.350 4.150 0.0 00 0.000
6000. 0.070 0.880 0.000 0.000 0.350 4.400 0.0 00 0.000
6500. 0.070 0.900 0.000 0.000 0.350 4.500 0.0 00 0.000
7000 . 0.070 0.900 0.000 0.050 0.350 4.500 0.0 00 0.250
7500 . 0.070 0.900 0.000 0.100 0.350 4.500 0 .000 0.500
8000. 0.070 0.900 0.030 0.200 0.350 4.500 0.150 1.000
10000. 0.070 0.900 0.100 0.290 0.350 4.500 0 .5 00 1.450
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Table 4.15: Concentration ve. Tim e Da ta for Expe rimen t XII
ICF3 l1 "" a = 0.268 mol/l
.[Fe( COM diars)] = b =8.26 X 10- 2 mo l/l
Ratio a :b "" 3.2:1
Temperature : ·90 ~C
128
Time Raw Data Normalised Data
(,) Fe-CF3 CF3 H Fe-C O) CF3 Int er m. Fe- F3 CF3 H I Fe- :(O)CF3 nte rm.
10. 0.050 0.000 0 .000 0 .000 0.714 0.000 0.000 0.000
100. 0.050 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.714 0.000 0.000 0.000
200. 0.060 0.030 0.000 0.00 0 0.857 0.4 29 0.000 0.000
300. 0.070 0.060 0 .00 0 0 .000 L OOO 0.857 0.000 0.000
400. 0.080 0.070 0 .000 0 .000 1.143 1.000 0.000 0.000
500. 0.090 0.080 0 .000 0 .000 1.286 1.143 0.000 0.000
600. 0.100 0.090 0 .000 0 .000 1.429 1.286 0.000 ~ :~~700. 0.130 0.090 0 .000 0 .000 1.857 1.286 0.000
800. 0.180 0.090 0.000 0 .000 2.571 1.286 0.000 0.000
900. 0.180 0.100 0.000 0.0 00 2.571 1.429 0.000 0.000
1000. 0.180 0.100 0.000 0 .000 2.571 1.429 0.000 0.000
1200. 0.180 0.120 0.000 0 .030 2.571 1.714 0.000 0.429
1400. 0.180 0.130 0 .000 0.060 2.571 1.857 0.000 0.857
1600. 0.180 0 .140 0 .000 0 .100 2 .571 2.000 0.000 1.429
1800. 0.180 0.150 0.000 0.140 2.571 2.143 0.000 2.000
2000. 0.180 0 .150 0 .000 0 .180 2 .571 2.143 0.000 2.571
2500. 0.180 0.150 0.000 0.2 00 2.571 2.143 0.000 2.857
3000. 0.180 0.150 0.000 0 .220 2 .571 2.143 0.000 3.143
3500. 0.180 0.150 0.030 0.250 2.571 2.143 0.429 3.571
4000. 0.180 0.150 0.050 0 .300 2.571 2.143 0.714 4.286
4500. 0.180 0.150 0 .070 0.300 2.571 2.143 1.000 4.286
5000. 0.180 0.150 0.090 0 .300 2.571 2.143 1.286 4.286
5500. 0.180 0.150 0 .110 0.300 2.571 2.143 1.571 4.286
6000. 0.180 0.150 0. 130 0 .300 2 .571 2. 143 1.857 4.286
6500. 0.180 0.150 0 .150 0 .300 2 .571 2. 143 2.143 4.286
7000. 0.180 0.150 0.150 0 .300 2 .571 2.143 2.143 4.286
7500. 0.180 0.150 0.170 0 .300 2.571 2.143 2.429 4.286
8000. 0.180 0.150 0.230 0.270 :t:.571 2.143 3.286 3.857
10000. 0.180 0.150 0.310 0.190 2.571 2.143 4.429 2.714
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Carbonyl insert ion into M-CFa bond s(M= Transit io n metal) has not been observed
experime ntally. As discussedin Chapter 1. this is in agreement with th e theoretical
predict ions. The appare nt CO insertion int o the Fe-CF3 bond repo rted in 1981,
was the refore in open co nflict wit h both ex perimenta l and t heoret ical result s . An
investigation of t he above report was presented in th is thesis .
fe(diars)(COh wastr eated wi th excess ( Fal gas at -7SDe and as reported.
two perll uoroacyl isomers were isolated as majo r products. Along with this,
t wo othe r isome rs were also isolated , and t he X-ray struct ure ef cis .ds·Fe( diars)
{COh(C( O)CF3)1 was d et ermined . Unde r cert a in conditions, no perfluoroacyl
product was obt ainedand instead the perfluofoalkyl Fe{diars)(COh (CF3)1 com-
pound was obtained. The els.eb pe rfl ~oroa l kyl isomer was the major product . Its
st ructure was co nfirmed by speetros,opy and single crystal X-ray diffraction . On
prolonged stirring of the oude product th e cis,trans isomer was also obtai ned.
The conditions leading to the perfluOioalkyl and t he perfluofoacyl products were
identified . He mechanisms leading 10 the twaproductswere studied byfollowing
the concentration vs. time curves at different reaction conditions using 19F NMR.
132
133
The results indica te tll-'ll the two products are formed by two separate react ion
mecha nisms
The apparent CO insert ion into th e Fe-CF3 bond is in fact an inte rmolecu lar
nucleophilic addition where the externalnnd eophile, CF:i, attacks the coordinated
carbon yl ligand form ing t he perfluoroacyl compoun d. This result is therefore in
agreemen t with the experimenta l and th eoretical resul ts in th e literat ure thus far,
and an int ramolecular insertion in M-CF3 bond is yet to be identified.
T he petfluoroa lkyl compound appea rs to be formed bya free radical oxidative
addieicn react ion and further research is requ ired to identify the exact mecha nism .
The mec hanism of oxidative addition of alkyl halides to low valent Group VIII metal
comp lexes has attracted much study and cont roversy. T here is evidence for S N2
type as well as f ree radical mechanisms . However, with th e perlluoroalkyl halide s ,
no ge neral mechanism has yet been established, even tho ugh some evidence for
bot h conce rted a nd free radical mechan ism s has been report ed. Since the indus-
tria l prepa ration of perfluoroaJkyl iodides is reported to involve f ree radicals, it is
possib le t hat in general all perfluoroalkyl iodide oxidat ive addit ions involve a free
radica l mechanism as observed in the present system . It would therefore make an
inte rest ing researc h topic to st udy the oxidative addit ion of perfluoroalkyJ iodides
and ot he r halides to various t ransition meta l systems and estab lish the mechanism
of oxidat ive addit ion of perl luoroalkyl halides to t rans it ion metals .
Th e higher analo gues of CFal, name ly, C2F sl, n·C aF 71, n·C6 F1al, n·C1 F151 as
well as CFaCH2J. yield only t he perl luoroalkyl compo und, all of which are new
com pounds . The lack of dual react ion wit h the higher analogues is attr ibuted
to t he greater sta bility of the RJ radical, which enhances th e rate of t he free
radical reaction th us domi nating the muc h slower nucleoph ilic addit ion pat h to
the perfluo roacyl ccmj-c und. No mecha nistic work was carried out for these sys
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It should be possible to bring about nucleophilic addition with the higher
analogues either by furthe r decreas ing the re act ion temperature, thereby slowing
down t he free radical react ion or by quenching the react ion with suitable radical
traps. Quantitative kinetic data could not be obtained for either the nucleophilic o r
the oxidative addition react ion of Fe(diars)(CO)a wit h CF31 owing to experimenta l
difficulties.
The problems encounte red in this study mentioned in Chapt er 2 are not new .
Puddep hatt {1021 has reported that (Fal reacted with Au(CH3)(P(CHa)3) to yield
a variety of products depending on the react. en condit ions. The reaction either
yielded Au(CH ah(CF3 )(P(CH ah) at room t emperat ure after about one day or
proceeded rapidly to yield Au(CH3)(CF3)I(P(CH3)3) in less than five minutes .
Similarly. Haszeldine (SS}has report ed that CF al reacted with magl'esium to yield
either perfluctcme tbyln.agnesium iodide or CFaH depending on the reaction ccn-
ditions. T he concentration of CF31.a low t em perat ure of -20 QC to ·40 QC, the
purity of magnesium used. and the basicityof th e solve nt were found to be crucia l
factors . Reproducible results were not obtained . Hence , the reactions of (Fal are
yet to be com pretely understood and rationalized .
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Appendix A
Calculation of 19F Shifts for AB
Systems
A.I Co m p ound : Fe(C Oh(d iars)K::2FslI
F1 = 5300.81 Hz
F~ =: 5038.2 Hz
F3 = 4868.0 Hz
F4 "" 4605.4 Hz
= FI - F2 = 262.0Jl z
=F3 - }~ = '.!62.0Jl z
Jv = J (F, - J'4 ){ F~ J.j)
= 4.4
l (VA+VB ) = Cent er of AS spectru m = 65.7 ppm
do = 4.4 ppm = VA - t's
V A = 4.4 + I'B
(t'A+ l 'B) = 65.7 x 2
143
= 111.4 · v"
= 131.4 · (4.4 + VS )
2 VB = 127.0
ve = 63.5 ppm
v" = 4.4 + Vs
= 67.9 ppm
FI = 17046.7 Hz 60.18 ppm
F2 = 17314.6 Hz 61.32 ppm
F3 = 18088.3 Hz 64.06 ppm
F. = 18356.2 Hz 65.01 ppm
= F1 - F2 =267.9Jl z
"" F3 - F. = 267.9J1z
Jv = J (FI F. )(F2 - F3 )
= 3.64
~ (VA + I'B) ::::: Cent er of AB spect rum = 62.69 ppm
dv = 3.64 ppm = VA - VB
t'" = 3.64 + V8
(VA+I's) =62.69 x 2
I'B = 125.38 • VA
~ 125.38 · (3.64 + "B)
2"8 = 125.38 · 3.64
144
= 121.74
V B = 60.87 ppm
V A = 3.64+ VB
= 64.51 ppm
A .3 Compound: Fe(COh(diarsXC6Fl~
FI = 16813.4 Hz 59.5 ppm
F2 = 17084.3 Hz 60.4 ppm
F3 = 17711.2 Hz 62.8 ppm
F~ = 17975.3 Hz 63.7 ppm
=FI - F2 = 264.9Hz
= F3 - F4 = 264.1Hz
dl) = J(Ft - F~)(F2 - F3 )
~ )(63.7 - 59.5)(62.8 - 6004)
= 3.1 7
~(I'A + I'B) =Cent ef of AS spectrum =61.6 ppm
dl' = 3.17 ppm = I'A-I'B
VA = 3.17 + V B
(VA +VB) =61.6 x2
VB == 123.2· VA
= 123.2 · (3.17 + "B)
2 1)B = 123.2 • 3.17
= 120.03
V B =60.015 ppm
VA = 3.17 +V B
= 63.18 ppm
A.4 Co m pou nd : Fe(COMdiars)[cH2CF~
F1 = 746.7 Hz
F2 =733.8 Hz
F3 = 586.4 Hz
F4 = 573.5 Hz
J =F1 -F2 =12 .9JJ.:
J = F3 - F4 == 12.9H.:
dv = .,j( FJ F4)(F2 F3 )
=O.53ppm
! (VA+ VB) = Cente r of AB spectrum = 2.21 ppm
dv == 0.53 ppm = VA - I'B
VA = 0.53 +VB
(VA + Ila ) == 2.21 x 2
= 4.42· (0.53 + VS)
2V R = 3.89
== 1.95 ppm






Chem ical Shift •
Compound -90"( -SO"C 20"C
Fe-CF3 13.1 12.3 10.7
Intermediate -38.2 -38.9
F·-QltF, -76.1 -76.9 -78.5
-77.1 -79.3
CF3H -74 .84 -75.7 -79.0
-75.9 76.8 -77.9
CF31 -5.5 -5.5 ~ 5.6





, Y , Biso, A~
I 0.,..5( .) 0.' 150S( ) 0.' 28"(23) ::~!::lAd 0.5265( 3) 1.0556 ( 5) 0.1715'(2')
"' 2 0.71" ( . ) 1.2978( 5) 0.334' ( 3) 3.66(15)
F. 0.7m( 5) 1.074. ( 6) 0.2527 ( . ) 3.05(18)
F I 1.027 (3) 0.925( .) 0.114 (3) ' .3(18)
F 2 1.0417(24) 0.804( 3) 0.2624 (19) 7.5 (13)
F3 0.953 ( 3) 0.70' (3) 0.1100 (2' ) 8.0 (IS)
0 1 1.080 ( 3) 1.120 (3) 0.359 (3) 6.6 (17)
02 0.8263(23) 1.2165 (24) 0.0687(18) 2.'( ')
03 0.7063(25) 0.80' (3) 0.1421 (18) • .• ( 5)
CI 0.9" (') 1.09'(3) 0.312 ( 3) • .1(17 )
C2 0.80' ( 5) 1.197(5) 0.11' (.) 5.0 ( 9)
C 3 0.81' ( 3) 0.877(') 0.1769 (24) 3.' (')
C4 0.940 ( ' ) 0.835 ( ' ) 0.170 ( 3) 3.' ( 7)
C 5 0.430 (3) 1.2U (3) 0.2024 (23) 2.' ( ' )
CO 0.283 ( 3) 1.268(.) 0.1' " (24) 3.2 ( ')
C7 0.213 ( ' ) 1.398 (5) 0.171 (3 ) 5.1( 8)
C 8 0.305 ( 5) 1.509 ( 5) 0.2" ( 3) 6.3 (10)
C9 0.439 (') 1.' 83 ( .) 0.298 (3 ) 3.9 (7)
C 10 0.509 (3) 1.342 ( 4) 0.2'8 ( 3) 3.5 (6)
C 11 0.473 (.) 1.039 ( ') 0.01' ( 3) 4.5 (7)
Cl2 0.411 (5) 0.904(6) 0.228 (3) 7.1 (11)
CI3 ~~~: l:l ::;::~ :~ 0.308 (3) : : ~I~lCI' 0.'97 ( 3)




Table C.2: Posit ional and T hermal Parameten and Equivalent Isotropic Tem-
perature Futon for 21
, , , SilO
I ~~~~~::l 0.25107(10) g;::;:(\~l i:~\nA. 1 0.06181(12)
A. 2 0.00833(17) 0.22658(11) 0.41863(10) 3.2' (11)
F. -0.03745(23) 0.17717(17) 0.29488(16) 2.74(14)
F 1 0.8626 (14) 0.1421 (12) 0.1610 (11) 8.8 (12)
F 2 0.9m (16) 0.1202 (13) 0.1421 ( 9) 11.5 (15)
F3 0.9102 (15) 0.0553 (15) 0.1878 ( 9) 13.1 (16)
0 1 -0.1345 (12) 0.3330 (9) 0.2597 (12) 7.8 (11)
0 2 .().20SO(12) 0.1017 (12) 0.3602 (12) 5.8 (11)
C 1 '().1014 (16) 0.2748 (14) 0.2731 (13) 5.0 (14)
C 2 -0.1346 (23) 0.1313 (17) 0.3329 (15) 7.0 (20)
C3 0.9203 (20) 0.1219 (14) 0.1821 (12) 0.6( 4)
C4 0.1375 (15) 0.0890 (12) 0.4164 (10) 2.9 (10)
C 5 0.2159 (17) 0.0387 (12) 0.4413 (12) 3.9 (12)
C 6 0.2620 (19) 0.0579 (16) 0.5092 (16) 5.7 (16)
C7 0.2376 (20) 0.1257 (18) 0.5494 (14) 5.7 (16)
C8 0.1683 (17) 0.1792 (12) 0.5257 (11) 3.8 (12)
C9 0.1152 (15) 0.1616 (11) 0.4565 (10) 3.1 (11)
C 10 0.1473 (16) 0.0211 (11) 0.2496 (14) 6.9(14)
C 11 -0.0064 (14) -0.0359 (10) 0.3625 (11) 4.5 (12)
C 12 -~ ~::: l::l ~ ~l~ml ~:~:: ~::l iilmC 13




